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Report of the Dean 
TO THE PRESIDENT OF TRINITY COLLEGE: 
IR: 
A Dean of the College, I have the honor of submitting the following 
report concerning the academic year 19 59-60: 
CURRICULUM 
Last year the Curriculum Committee, looking forward to the insti-
tution of a new course of study in which juniors and seniors will take 
four rather than five courses, urged each department of the College to 
take inventory and to tailor its offerings to fit the new curriculum. One 
would assume that such a process would result in a shrinkage correspond-
ing, at lea t, to the ratio of twenty to eighteen, which is the number of 
courses respectively in the old and new curricula. What actually hap-
pened, though, was a net increase of seven courses, inasmuch as the 
faculty authorized the addition of seventeen new courses while removing 
ten old ones. The record shows: 
Additions 
ENGLISH - Survey of Poetry 
Advanced Literature Writing 
FINE AR TS - American Art 
GOVERNMENT - Introduction to Politics 
American National Government 
Comparative Government 
Government and Politics of Asia 
HISTORY - Modern Europe 1760-1870 
Modern Europe 1870-1945 
PHILOSOPHY - Philosophy of Science 
Philosophy of History 
Philosophy of Art 
Special Studies in Philosophy 
Advanced Study 
RELIGION - Major Issues of the Reformation 
Religious Existentialism 
Advanced Study 
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ENGLISH 
GEOLOGY 
HISTORY 
RELIGION 
Deletions 
- Writing for Publication 
Practice in Writing 
Argumentation and Debate 
Age of Chaucer 
Literary Criticism 
- Petroleum Geology 
- Middle Atlantic States 
France in the 17th and 18th Centuries 
American Church History 
- Principles of Christian Ethics 
Ten years ago we had 919 undergraduate students and the equivalent 
of 340 half-courses on our books. By last year the number of student 
had increased by a little more than 6% whereas the growth in our course 
of study amounted to 2 3 % , reaching the equiyalent of 418 half-course . 
If our offerings in 1949-50 were reasonably adequate - and they were, 
I gather from a check of the catalogues of a considerable number of 
liberal arts colleges - one might say that we have added 60 courses over 
the last ten years to take care of an increase of 78 in our student body. 
If our course of study continues to grow four times as fast as our enroll-
ment, perhaps we shall reach a point in the next decade where we hall 
be approving a new course for each additional student. I realize, of course 
that the two sets of :figures are actually not parallel and not even related 
to one another, yet the comparison is interesting, since our proposed new 
curriculum should call for a clean sweep and a fresh start. As an ex 
officio member of the Curriculum Committee, I am hoping to have in 
the coming decade some role other than that of the Sorcerer's Apprentice. 
In our new common curriculum the requirements for the Bachelor of 
Arts and the Bachelor of Science have not been radically altered, but they 
have had to be restated. The registration in the courses of three or four 
departments will possibly be changed materially, yet it is difficult to pre-
determine just where the loads will fall and how large they will be. Stu-
dents in various majors who in the past have not had requirements in 
certain areas will now have to take courses in those :fields. Just what they 
choose is a matter of conjecture. After two or three years of experience 
with the common curriculum, we can foresee patterns and trends more 
easily than we can in the beginning. 
FACULTY 
In 19 5 9-6 0 we had 104 full-time and 5 part-time members of our 
faculty, which was the equivale~t. 0f a full-time staff of I 07. Bearing in 
mind that our undergraduate body has grown only 6% since 1949-50, we 
can derive considerable satisfaction from realizing that our faculty has in-
creased by 53 % in the same period, representing, thus, a material decrease 
in the ratio of faculty compared to students. Such a ratio, to be sure, is 
only one of the standards that help in the measuring of quality in the 
program of an institution of higher education, but it is an important one 
and I am pleased . to be able to report the progress we have made. Further 
cause for gratification can be found in the growth of the average faculty 
salary by 81 % in the decade of the :fifties while the Consumer Price Index 
for all items was rising only to the extent of 22%. 
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The following shows the teaching loads and highest earned degrees 
of those who had faculty ranks: 
Academic Load 
Fzill Part Highest Earned Degret 
Time 
26 
Thne 
1 
(Total) Dr. M. Bach. None 
Professors 
Associate Professors .......................... .. .. 
As i tant Professors ............................ .. 
Instructors ............................................. . 
Lecturers 
32 
28 
15 
3 
1 
2 
(27) 
(32) 
(29) 
( 16) 
( 5) 
18 7 l 
21 8 1 
22 7 
5 10 
2 2 
104 (109) 68 34 4 
1 
2 
Thus, 62.4% of our teaching staff had earned doctorates and an 
. additional 31.2 % had master's degrees. The exceptions occur in subject 
matter of an unusual sort. 
Sabbatical leaves were granted to Dr. Robert C. Black, III, Associate 
Professor of History; Dr. Kenneth W. Cameron, Associate Professor of 
English; and Dr. Paul W. Kurtz, Associate Professor of Philosophy, in 
the Christmas Term; and to Dr. Robert F. Kingsbury, Associate Professor 
of Physics, in the Trinity Term. Dr. Carl V. Hansen, Assistant Professor 
of Modern Languages, was on leave of absence during the entire year 
in order to teach in Austria under the auspices of the Fulbright Exchange 
Program, and Mr. Jose A. Diaz, Instructor in Modern Languages, studied 
m Mexico during the year on a leave of absence. 
The following sixteen names appear m the faculty list for the first 
rime in 19 r9-60: 
Maurice Curtis Langhorne, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology 
Edwin Parker Nye, Sc.M., Profe sor of Engineering 
Richard Bartlett Olney, Lt. Col., USAF, B.S., Professor of Air Science 
John Francis LaMar, Major, USAF, Associate Professor of Air Science 
Morton Royal Tracy, Major, USAF, Associate Professor of Air Science 
Robert Alden Battis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics and George M. Ferris, 
Lecturer in Corporation Finance and Investments 
Stephen Minot, M.A., Visiting Assistant Professor of English 
Albert Lodewijk Ga tmann, M.A. Instructor in Modern Languages 
(prior service 1954-57) 
Richard Warren Berry, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology 
Julien LeVerne Cagle, M.A., Instructor in Biology 
Alan Cassels, M.A., Instructor in History 
William Alexander Johnson, Teol. Lie., Instructor in Religion 
Nathaniel Stone Preston, M.A., Instructor in Government 
Paul James Smith, Jr., M.A., Instructor iu English 
Raymond Fletcher Snipes, M.S., lnstrucror in Chemistry 
Alfons Krenn, Ph.D., Lecturer in Modern Languages 
The following nine names appear in the faculty list for the first time 
m 1960-61: 
Austin Claud Herschberger, Ph.D., Assistant Profes or of P ychology 
Ward Shenk Curran, M.A., Instructor in Economics 
Howard De Long, B.A., Instructor in Philosophy 
William Daniel Donahoo, M.A., Instructor in Education 
Arnold Lewis Kers9n, B.A., Instructor in Modern Languages 
Norman Richardson Long, M.A., Instructor in Modern Languages 
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Richard Edward Nolan, M.A., Instructor in Psychology 
Lawrence Robert Stires, Jr., M.A., Instructor in Modern Languages 
Paul Walter Meyer, B.A., Lecturer in Government 
The following names, included in the list of 19 5 8-5 9, do not appear 
m the list for 19 59-60, through expiration of term or death or retirement 
or resignation: 
Henry Augustus Perkins, E.E., Jarvis Professor of Physics, Emeritus, deceased 
Horace Cheney Swan, M.D., Professor of Physiology and Hygiene, Medical Director, 
Emeritus, deceased 
Thurman Los Hood, Ph.D., Professor of English, after 31 years 
George Max Manning, Lt. Col. USAF, Professor of Air Science, atter 3 years 
Edward Peter Nolin, Jr., Major USAF, Associate Professor of Air Science, after 
years 
John Edward Candelet, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics, Veterans Counselor, 
George M. Ferris Lecturer in Corporation Finance and Investments, deceased 
in his 13 th year of service at Trinity 
Stanley Zimmering, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biology, after 4 years 
Thelton Daniel Beck, 1st Lt. USAF, Assistant Professor of Air Science, after 1 year 
Hugh David Cochrane, M.A., Instructor in Mathematics, after 3 years 
Robbins Ladew Gates, A.M., Instructor in Government, after 3 years 
Henry German Hood, Jr., Ph.D. , Instructor in History, after 3 years 
Roy Lothrop Farnsworth, M.A., Instructor in Geology, after 2 years 
Charles Henry Olmsted, M.A., Instructor in English, after 2 years 
Seymour Maurice Berger, M.A., Instructor in Psychology, after 1 year 
Eric Crull Baade, Ph.D ., Instructor in Hiscory, after 1 year 
John Stamm, Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Psychology, after 1 year 
The following names, included in the faculty list of 1959-60, do not 
appear in the list for 1960-61, through expiration of term or death or 
retirement or resignation: 
LeRoy Carr Barret, Ph.D., Hobart Professor of Classical Languages, Emeritus, 
deceased 
Edward Frank Humphrey, Ph.D., Northam Professor of History and Political 
Science, Emeritus, deceased 
Arthur Adams, Ph.D., S.T.M., Professor of English , Librarian and Registrar. 
Emeritus, deceased 
Harry Todd Costello, Ph.D., Brownell Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus, deceased 
Harold John Lockwood, E.E., Hallden Professor of Engineering, deceased in his 
17th year of service_at Trinity 
Paul Winter Kurtz, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy, in his 8th year of 
service at Trinity 
Jack N. X. Oanh, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics, after 5 years 
Thomas Owen Pinkerton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, after 
3 years 
Andrew Peter Debicki, B.A., Instructor in Modern Languages, after 3 years 
Edward Baker Williams, A.M., Instructor in Modern Languages, after 4 years 
James Led Noonan Egan, LLB., Lecturer in Roman Law, after 14 years 
Alfons Krenn, Ph.D., Lecturer in Modern Languages, after 1 year 
Although I have tried elsewhere to pay a fitting tribute to the 
memory of our colleagues whose death is recorded above, I cannot refrain 
from acknowledging here formally the grievous impact of the loss of 
friends of long standing and respected members of our college commu-
nity. Their individual and collective effect on the history of Trinity 
College was indeed tremendous. 
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Changes in rank were as follows, the new title being included m 
each instance: 
Edwin Packard Nye, Sc.M., Hallden Professor of Engineering 
John Bard McNulty, Ph.D., Professor of English 
Robert Clarence Stewart, M.A., Associate Professor of Mathematics 
George Emory Nichols, III, M.F.A., Associate Professor of Drama 
Osborne Wilson Lacy, Ph.D., Dean of Students and Associate Professor of 
Psychology 
Philip Charles Farwell Bankwitz, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History 
Emmet Finlay Whittlesey, PhD., Associate Professor of Mathematics 
Edward Bobko, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry 
Robert Dale Meade, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology 
Stephen Peter Hoffman, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics 
Theodore Marcus Mauch, Th.D. Associate Professor of Religion 
Myron George Anderson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
Chester Herman McPhee, M.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
Robert Ellis Shults, M.Ed., Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
Frederick Maynard Stoutland, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
Alvin Richard Reinhart, B.S., Assistant Professor of Engineering 
It is of interest to note that 34 promotions in faculty rank have 
been consummated during the past two years, representing roughly a 
third of our staff. With no thought of caviling at such well deserved 
recognition of outstanding services, I venture to point out that the cost 
of this process to the college is greater than is generally realized, since the 
persons promoted had only infrequently reached the maximum salary of 
their previous rank and it was obviously necessary to raise their salaries 
to the minimum for their new positions. 
A favorable reception was accorded to the decision to withdraw our 
membership in the Faculty Children Tuition Exchange and to substitute 
therefor a system of cash grants to cover the college tuition of a child 
of a faculty member in an amount up to or equal to the tuition fee of 
Trinity College. Although the cost to us is the same under both plans, 
the average faculty member much prefers the cash grant system, since 
there is no restriction involved in the college which his son or daughter 
can enter, whereas the quotas necessary within the Tuition Exchange 
made it virtually impossible to select one of the more popular, so-called 
"competitive" institutions. In 1960-61 we will begin a gradual transition 
from the one plan to the other. Children already in college under the 
Exchange Program will continue in that category so as to use up the credit 
balance which we have accumulated. Children entering college will re-
ceive cash grants. There will be five in the FCTE and six on cash grants 
next year. 
The business of the faculty was transacted through the work of 
thirteen standing committees and five ad hoc committees. The cumulative 
number of committee meetings on record was 3 2. There were nine stated 
meetings of the faculty a a whole and one special meeting. 
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STUDENTS 
For some years I have been presenting :figure to show that a typical 
Trinity class will lose a quarter of its population on the road from ad-
mission to eventual graduation. For years I have also deplored the needles 
waste in time, money and human resources that is implicit in such loss, 
and I have speculated and expatiated on possible causes and possible 
remedies. Since the Class of 1960 proved to be no exception to the rule, 
I find myself wondering again whether there i.s not some screw that we 
can tighten, some leak that we can plug, some wall that needs shoring up 
in our academic structure. Admitting that the slings and arrows of out-
rageous fortune will inevitably decimate, in the literal sense of the word 
a college class, I am convinced that a large proportion of those whom we 
lose over and above the figure of ten per cent could be saved by an im-
provement in our procedures in admission and in guidance. With regard 
to the latter area, therefore, I have watched with great interest the 
development of the new system of advisers for Freshmen and Sophomores 
headed by Professor M. C. Langhorne, and I see reason to hope that it 
alone will bring about a substantial improvement. 
Our Admissions Department is handling its increasingly difficult task 
so smoothly and so effectively that I hesitate to recommend specific 
changes and I shall thus restrict myself to certain generalizations about 
these problems. It is conceivable, for instance, that the skillful technique 
and extraordinary comprehensiveness of the standardized methods cur-
rently used to examine the aptitudes and achievements of candidate 
for admission tend to blind us, even though but slightly, to the vast 
differences that exist among individuals in the way of talents, desires 
tastes, and capacities. Perhaps it would be possible to take them into 
consideration to a somewhat greater extent. The great influx of candi-
dates is already upon us and, I should suppose, additional superior student 
will present themselves in the same proportion as the population of sev-
enteen year olds increases. Somehow we mu t admit more of them and 
fewer of those who are attracted to college to fulfill the expectations of 
their families and by the folkways of our contemporary society that 
attach undue prestige to a college degree. In any event, there i no place 
in college for the mediocre student in the 1960's. 
To go a step farther, I wonder whether intellectual superiority can 
be the sole deciding factor. In an ideal world, the best brain should go 
along with the best moral and social standards, but it would be quixotic 
to suppose we are living in any such Utopia. A clever rascal is far more 
dangerous than a stupid one and both history and our own observations 
show us that from the ranks of the gifted and highly intelligent will 
emerge some of the world's outstanding arch-rascals. I must admit that 
I have no enthusiasm for providing them with an opportunity to sharpen 
their wits and skills. In the coming decade the number of candidate 
for admission to Trinity will increase while the openings available remain 
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relatively constant, and I hope we can utilize our increased selectivity in 
order to pick those who show promise of developing moral and social 
responsibility as well as intellectual capacity. 
Suppose, then, that we can refine our admissions procedures and 
regulate our machinery and pull ourselves up a few levels toward the 
goal of admitting potential intellectual geniuses and potential paragons of 
moral and social behavior. What will the college do, what should the college 
do to g-uide the moral and social development of its students? At present 
we are not doing very much. There is the Chapel, to be sure, but its 
effect on the everyday or even the college life of the vast majority of our 
students has become almost negligible. We admit - and, I think, quite 
properly - that the College has an obligation to help its students toward 
moral and social growth. We state categorically and confidently in our 
catalogue that «the aim of a Trinity education is to develop the intel-
lectual and moral life of the individual" and we make similar assertions 
in dozens of places and contexts. There is no way to measure our success 
precisely or even roughly. My own observation, however, is that we 
have a long way to go before we can feel any satisfaction with this 
aspect of our program. 
I do not mean to say that no moral growth occurs in our students. 
Obviously, too, a very marked social development takes place. Forces 
are at work that mould most of our students into something that could 
almost be called a type. We do produce a «Trinity Man." I suspect, 
though, that he is not given his marks of identification by the required 
courses in our curricula. I am afraid that he does not receive his char-
acteristic stamp from any program that has been devised and set up by 
the faculty or administration of Trinity College. A considerable and 
valuable part of his education is derived from sources that we control 
only in a very haphazard way if, indeed, we control them at all. In 
point of fact, students learn more from one another than they do from 
us. Our most useful tool in attempting to manage and shape this process 
is the standard that we set for admitting candidates into our freshman 
classes. I repeat that this standard must attempt to measure the whole 
man, difficult as that is, and that intellectual achievement and aptitude can 
never be the sole criterion for us. 
It has been my observation that the more mature and intelligent 
students on our campus are very much aware of and interested in this 
phenomenon of a cultural climate on the campus. Many times I have 
talked with young men about these matters and received some wise sug--
gestions. It is most instructive to observe the reaction of a senior to a 
selection of quotes from the catalogue regarding the aims of the College 
in shaping the moral and social development of the students. A polite 
smile usually conceals complete disbelief. They know as well as I do 
that we are accomplishing nothing of the sort. The actual moral values 
of the campus would amaze, not to say dismay,_ most of us. There are 
some areas in which almost any change would be an improvement. In 
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addition to our ultimate control of moral and social attitudes through 
the procedures of the admissions office, I think we can take other steps as 
well. Much can be done by taking student leaders into our confidence or 
I might even say, by putting ourselves in their hands in trying to de-
cide what we ought to be doing and what is actually feasible. I would 
be interested to know the consensus of our student body with regard to 
the proper role of the college in these areas. I would like to see the students 
themselves provide us with a definition of the moral and social goals 
of the college in terms which seem realistic to the students. We can 
and should delegate some of our responsibility to them. It is sure that 
a tremendous educative power exists in the effect of students collectively 
upon one another, and we must make an effort to harness it for the good 
of the whole college community. 
DANFORTH CAMPUS COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 
Last summer Trinity College was one of the thirtv liberal arts 
colleges which the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Misso~ri, invited to 
participate in its fourth annual Workshop at Colorado College, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, from June 20 to July 9, 1960. We accepted the in-
vitation, and Mr. W. E. Kraft, Assistant to the President and Associate 
Professor of Engineering, Dr. 0. W. Lacy, Dean of Students and Associ-
ate Professor of Psychology, and Dr. L. W. Towle, Professor of Eco-
nomics, were associated with me to represent Trinity at the Workshop, 
which proved to be a most enjoyable as well as a fruitful experience for 
all of us. It is a pleasure to repeat here an expression of our gratitude 
to the Danforth Foundation. The College is certain to derive considerable 
benefit from the plans which we developed in preparing for the Workshop 
and during our sojourn at Colorado Springs. The following is excerpted 
from the report which we submitted at the end of the Workshop: 
Last winter we circulated a questionnaire among the several aca-
demic departments of Trinity College in an attempt to discover any 
preponderance of opinion in our faculty regarding an area of weakness 
at the College. Not unexpectedly the replies we received did not point 
with unanimity to any single fault in our policies and procedures; it was, 
however, relatively easy to ascertain that a widespread uneasiness and 
doubt existed regarding the motivation of our students, the value judg-
ments that they form in college, and the aura, as one might say, that has 
come to pervade our campus. What we regarded as the most frequently 
recurring matter of concern in the minds of our colleagues we attempted 
to formulate as follows: 
How can we strengthen the intellectual motivation, and the moral and spiritual 
values of our students? What is the function of the individual faculty and 
administration member in the educational, vocational, social, and personal de-
velopment of the students? 
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At the Danforth Campus Community Workshop our group met 
regularly to discuss these questions and had several opportunities to take 
advantage of the readily proffered suggestions and wise advice of our 
consultant, Professor Huston C. Smith, as well as the helpful opinions 
of Professor Edmund G. Williamson. 
In our discussions with our advisers and among ourselves and, indeed, 
with colleagues from other institutions, a pattern began to emerge for 
us and we came to think that we should turn a spotlight first of all 
upon the student traditions and beliefs on our campus, particularly so 
far as they might be anti-intellectual or indifferent to intellectual at-
tainments. There does appear to be firmly established, and perhaps 
nurtured in the fraternities, a feeling of disdain for academic achieve-
ments and scholarly pursuits, not unlike the attitudes of a generation ago 
when a "C" was regarded as a "gentleman's grade." Trinity is probably 
not unique in the persistence of this attitude among its students; those 
of us who visit other institutions on occasion have heard references there 
to the dangers brought about by the growth of such attitudes. It may 
well be that such an attitude is rooted in the national psychology and 
mores; certainly it is strongly entrenched at certain levels of American 
society. It is, nevertheless, pernicious and it should if possible be ex-
tirpated. What is the nature of the scalpel we should use? 
For one thing, we concentrate our attention on the incoming classes 
to attempt to keep them as uncontaminated as possible by the harmful 
traditions of the upperclassmen. Secondly, we attempt to enlist the as-
sistance of certain hand-picked seniors and juniors - leaders and potential 
leaders with demonstrable prestige among their peers. Finally, we endeavor 
to strengthen the system of counseling and guiding our students, we try 
to increase the interest of our faculty in the personal problems of in-
dividual students, and we seek to develop new techniques of faculty 
advising by means of group discussions during fairly frequent meetings 
of faculty advisers. We also attempt to shore up the skills of faculty 
and administration alike in this vital aspect of teaching, if necessary 
seeking to secure the services of new members for our community of 
scholars whose competencies augment and supplement those presently 
available to our students. 
In one very real sense the slate at Trinity College has been wiped 
clean and we have an opportunity for a fresh start. The in_yitation to attend 
the Campus Community Workshop hence could not have been more 
fortuitously timed. During the past year and a half our Curriculum Com-
mittee, an ad hoc Committee on Advising, our Faculty, our Administra-
tion, and even our Trustees have debated separately and jointly, in almost 
innumerable meetings, small and large, a revision of our course of study; 
and of the several ways of implementing it, that which would be most 
appropriate in our own situation. There has been a considered striking 
of compromise here and there, and discussions have at times been heated, 
but agreement has at last been reached: come good or ill we are ready 
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for the new era. These discussions at every level of the college's life have 
wrought, it seems to us, a significant change in the campus climate and 
aroused a spirit of ferment and vitality upon which we desire to cap-
italize. 
One feature of the new course of study is to be a reduction in a 
student's academic load from five courses a year, twenty in all, to a total 
of eighteen. This will be accomplished by limiting the load to four courses 
in each of the junior and senior years. This change will draw a sharper 
line of demarcation between our sophomore and junior years in contrast 
to our practice heretofore of separating the College - and the faculty 
advisers - into a freshman vs. upperclassman pattern. 
We propose therefore to divide our faculty into two groups of 
approximately equal size - advisers of students who are majoring in the 
department of these advisers, and advisers of freshmen and of sopho-
mores. Tl}is second group of advisers will be comprised of about fifty 
faculty members, and will, by and large, consist of teachers who evince 
a particular interest in dealing with the problems of the crucial first two 
years. It will be supervised by the Chairman of the Psychology Depart-
ment who, while having been a member of our faculty for only one year, 
has had extensive experience in college advisory matters. We are not 
unaware that .. guidance" evokes mixed emotions on a liberal arts campus 
if it appears to be associated with the programs of schools of education. 
We regard it as our task to take advantage of the possibilities inherent 
in this new, and pliable, and eager group of advisers while avoiding any 
innovations that may seem to our faculty to smack of a ((teachers 
college" approach. We will recommend strongly to our administration 
that it subsidize and encourage this new organization to whatever extent 
may be necessary. We believe, for instance, that the members of this 
group should have frequent meetings, monthly as a whole, or perhaps 
even bi-monthly if divided into two or three smaller groups, and that 
these meetings should have a social flavor, the College providing supper 
and suitable quarters for meetings that should evoke pleasant memories 
and which members would come to await with eagerness rather than 
dread. Administration members should attend and occasionally lead some 
of these meetings, but the feeling should not be implanted that the ad-
ministration is trying to direct the organization. Every effort should be 
made to elicit opinions and suggestions from the indivdual members and 
to encourage them to grow by the stimulations with which they provide 
one another. 
It is our recommendation, furthermore, that the Dean of the College 
and the Dean of Students select certain potential and actual student 
leaders, perhaps a dozen in all, and attempt to enlist their aid in seeking 
to change the Zeitgeist on our campus. It is our belief that such student 
leaders would respond favorably were the issue put to them clearly, tact-
fully, and frankly, and that they could achieve a great deal in circles and 
shrines closed to their elders. One good suggestion is that they be asked 
10 
to rewrite, or better, to lead the student body in rewntmg that part of 
the College Catalogue which defines the goals of a liberal arts education 
at Trinity College. If it were possible to get students to agree 
among themselves on definitions of values which they would accept as 
legitimate aims of education at the college level, a great step forward 
would have been taken in our educational process. Indeed, merely to 
provide a discussion of such values would have a wholesome effect. 
A major function of the new Freshman-Sophomore Advisory Council 
will, of course, be to inculcate in our underclassmen a stronger and deeper 
motivation both with reg-ard to the life of the mind but also to the life 
of the spirit and, so far as possible, to combat the pernicious communi-
cable diseases such as indifference and anti-intellectualism which are known 
to pervade our campus. 
Again we propose to exploit the suggestion of Dean Williamson that 
we attack the problem of intellectual apathy by taking the issue directly 
into the fraternities. With the aid of our Interfraternity Council we shall 
attempt to arrange meetings in the several fraternities in which individual 
faculty members who enjoy the confidence and respect of the students 
may present to the students the objectives of the College and undertake 
frank discussions with the fraternity members, seeking to bring out all 
student views that question stated purposes of the College. 
The proposals detailed supra indicate our concern not so much with 
individual students as with certain groups and the college body as a 
whole. Yet, as a result of the discussions we have had with Dean William-
son and Dr. Smith, and with our colleagues from other institutions, we 
have been impressed with the thought that our College has, perhaps, not 
come squarely to grips with our obligations to the unusual, and fre-
quently peculiarly particular, individual student. We see here in sharper 
focus a need currently being recognized on our campus for a more fully 
articulated student counseling service. We recognize that a trained 
clinical and/ or counseling psychologist, competent to deal with the more 
serious psychological problems that lie beyond the abilities of time or 
our present administrative and instructional staff, but are not so serious 
as to require long-term psychiatric care, could fulfill a valuable and 
needed function. The capability of salvaging such students while still 
enabling them to carry on their academic pursuits is certainly much to 
be coveted. But because matters of financing such a service lie outside 
our mandate, we return to Trinity committed only to a continued search 
for means of implementing the wise suggestions we have received here 
regarding counseling. 
11 
FROM THE ACADEMIC RECORD 
MEDICAL REPORT 
The past college year, 1959-60, was free of any noticeable increase in acute respira-
tory diseases, although in the fall reports repeatedly appeared that there would be seriou 
outbreaks of influenza. Throughout the country there has been an increase in viral 
hepatitis since the end of winter and early spring. Fortunately, there has been only one 
case on the campus and it was a senior who finished his finals without much difficulty . 
One student had the mumps without complications. 
Acute tonsillitis and infectious mononucleosis showed the expected number of each. 
There were six appendectomies performed at Hartford Hospital with one tudent 
seriously ill with a complicating peritonitis and abscesses which required drainage. 
Three students presented psychiatric problems with three different manifestations of 
reactions and were seen by our consultant psychiatrist. 
In the field of competitive sports lacrosse incurred the only serious injury with 
fractures of both bones of the lower leg. This resulted from a miscalculated block by a 
team mate. 
One student suffered fractures of both bones in both forearms and fracture of two 
bones in one wrist. This was caused by a fall. 
The injuries sustained in automobile accidents - and there were more this year 
than previously - are as follows: (1) multiple lacerations of face and chest and a 
ruptured spleen; {2) face lacerations and concussion; (3) fractured vertebra; {4) 
three fractured vertebrae and injured kidney; ( 5) fractured nose, minimal and without 
displacement; (6) two with contusions of the muscles of the back; (7) four with 
multiple lacerations and abrasions - fortunately non-disfiguring. 
The beds in Hamlin were never entirely occupied at one time. The removal of the 
old kitchen blower will give a better atmosphere with no noi e and no cooking odors 
to endure. 
The numerous complaints of gastro-intestinal disorders were due to dietary indis-
cretions and libations and anxiety state associated with tests and examinations. They were 
of short duration, ceasing in 12 to 24 hours. 
Starting with the Class of 1964 the medical history will show that tuberculosis 
tests and the preventive inoculations for diptheria, tetanus, poliomyelitis and typhoid 
group are required along with the smallpox vaccination. 
In closing I wish to say the Hartford Hospital continued to render excellent 
service and care toward the students in the hospital and in the emergency room. 
Dr. Lewis Griffin, Trinity Alumnus, Class of '31, took over the health care of 
students from March 2 to April 4, 1960 during the ab ence of the Director. 
FRANcis L. LuNDBORG, M.D. 
PLACEMENT 
The Class of 1960 numbered 216 seniors on campus during the academic year. 
The following statistics show the present disposition of the class: 
Graduate School- September, 1960 
Graduate School accepted, no decision yet 
Graduate School - applications pending 
Employed 
Military Service 
Traveling 
Unemployed 
Summer School 
No information available 
12 
87 
2 
3 
55 
41 
5 
11 
5 
7 
40.3% 
.9% 
1.4% 
25.0% 
19.0% 
2.3% 
5.1% 
2.3% 
3.7% 
216 100.0% 
joHN F. BuTLER 
We scheduled 119 comparues to oe at Trinity for the months of February, March, 
and April; two companies cancelled their dates, and we cancelled 39 because of lack of 
interest, leaving a total of 78 companies which interviewed seniors on campus. These 
companies held 1,032 interviews, which resulted in 228 invitations for further interviews 
and 82 job offers. The number of companies visiting Trinity to interview sophomores 
and juniors for summer programs increased from 6 in 1959 to 17 in 1960. These 
companies gave 15 offers and received 12 acceptances. Seven schools, public and private, 
the same number as last year, were on campus this year. The Westinghouse Educational 
Foundation Scholarship was renewed for the 1960-61 academic year and was awarded to 
Christopher A. Hodges '61. 
Regarding salaries, it is the same phrase, "up again this year"; the salary range 
for B.A. men was $3900-$6200, the average, $5050; salary range for B.S. men was 
$4500-$6700, the average, $5716; salary range for Master's Degree candidates in 
Chemistry and Engineering was $6420-$7500, the average, $6765. 
The mailing of resumes to approximately 650 companies was resumed this year, 
having been omitted in 1959. Career Day was held on February 2nd, and whatever 
success it enjoyed was due to the speakers, the faculty and student committees. 
STUDENTS 
Registration 
Enrollments for the last five years as of September have been: 
1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 19~8-59 1959-60 
906 975 983 999 961 
By class: 1959-60 
Resident Non-Residwt Veteran Non-Veteran Total 
Freshmen 225 38 2 261 263 
Sophomores 224 34 9 249 258 
Juniors 173 44 13 204 217 
Seniors 183 54 14 223 237 
Special Students 1 3 l 3 4 
5-Year Engineering 2 3 1 4 5 
Total Day Session 808 176 40 944 984 
Evening Session 
Graduate 0 379 58 321 379 
Undergraduates 0 21 0 21 *21 
Total Evening SessiotJ 0 400 58 342 400 
* 18 of these 21 are Trinity daytime undergraduates 
Grand Totals 808 576 98 1286 1384 
13 
Arkansas ...... ........... . 
California ......... .... .... . 
Colorado ................... . 
Connecticut ............. . 
Greater Hartford .. 
Rest of State .. ... . 
Delaware .............. ... . 
District of Columbia 
Florida ...... ............... . 
Georgia ............ ........ .. 
Hawaii ..................... . 
Idaho ....................... . 
Illinois .................. .. .. 
Indiana .................. .. 
Iowa ...................... .. 
Kentucky .............. .. 
Maine ...................... .. 
Maryland ................... . 
Massachusetts ........... . 
Michigan ................ .. 
Minnesota .............. .. 
Mississippi 
Missouri ............ .. .... .. 
Geographical Distribution 
Per-
No. centage 
4 5 of 
yr. yr. Total 
1 .10 Montana .............. ..... 
9 .91 New Hampshire ........ 
2 .20 New Jersey .............. 
314 2 32.11 New York .............. 
{154) {2) 15.8 5 North Carolina ........ 
(160) 16.26 Ohio ........................ 
4 .41 Oklahoma ................ 
9 .91 Pennsylvania 
.51 Rhode Island 
············ 
.10 South Carolina ........ 
2 .20 South Dakota ............ 
1 .10 Texas ........................ 
52 5.28 Utah .......................... 
3 .30 Vermont 
···················· 
4 .41 Virginia .......... .......... 
5 .51 West Virginia ...... .... 
7 .71 Wisconsin ................ 
25 2.5-4 Canal Zone, u.s. 
······ 
104 10.57 *Foreign Countries 
7 . 81 u.s . citizens with 
4 .51 families living 
1 .10 abroad ................ 9 
9 .91 Foreign Students 6 
Total 
Per-
No. centage 
4 5 of 
yr. y r. Total 
1 .10 
2 .20 
81 8.2 3 
145 14.84 
1 .10 
23 2.34 
2 .20 
101 10.26 
8 .81 
4 .41 
.10 
5 .51 
2 .20 
2 .20 
.51 
2 .20 
9 .91 
.10 
15 1.5 2 
984 100.00 
,,. Argentina; Bermuda; Colombia; France; Haiti; Hong Kong; Hungary; Jamaica ; Japan ; 
Korea; Madagascar ; South Africa; Switzerland; Venezuela. 
No. 
4 y r. 
Total from Public Schools ..... ..... .......... 481 
Total from Private Schools .................... 498 
Living AcconunOtlatious 
5 y r. 
3 
2 
1. Married and living off campus .... .. .... ........... .. ..... .. .... ...... .. .... . . 
2 . Unmarried and living at home ........ .. .... .. ..... ... .. .... .. ... ... .. .. ... .. . 
3. Non-Resident unmarried students not li ving at home but 
renting roo1ns off campus .. .. .. ..... ... ... ..... .. ... ... .... ...... .. ..... ..... .. ... . 
Total N 011 -R esident Students .... .. .... ... .. ..... .... ...... .. .. .. .. 
4. Living in college dormitories a~d Infirmary 
(excluding Ogilby Hall) .......... .. .... .. .... .. .... ..... ... ... ..... ... ... .. .. ... . 
5. Living in Fraternity and Club Houses .. ..... .... ..... .. ... ......... .... .. 
Alpha Chi Rho .. .... .. .... .. . ... .. .... .. ..... ..... .. ..... . .. ... ..... .. .... 11 
Alpha Delta Phi .... .. .... .. ..... .. .... ..... .. .... ... ......... .. .... .... .... 23 
Brownell Club (cottage) .. ..... ................ ..... .. ...... .... .. .... 0 
Delta Kappa Epsilon .. ...... ..... ... .. .... .. ... ..... .. ... ...... ... .. ...... 7 
Delta Phi .... ... .. .... ... .. ... ...... .. .. ..... .... .. ..... ......... .... ... .... ..... .. 24 
Delta Psi (Ogilby Hall) ..... ... .... ... ... .... .. ....... .. .... ... .. .... 26 
Phi Kappa Psi .. . .. .. ... .... .... .... .. .. ... ... .... .... .. .... .. ........ ...... ... . 12 
Pi Kappa Alpha .... .. .......... ...... .. .. .... ..... . .. .. .... .... .. ...... .... 1 1 
Psi Upsilon ..... .... ... ... .. . .... .. ........... ... ... .. ... ... ..... .. .. .. ... ..... 1 0 
Sigma Nu .... .. ...... .... ... ... .. .... .... ... .. ... .. ...... .... ... .. ..... ..... ... .... 11 
Theta Xi ... ... ... .. ..... ... .. ... .... .... .... ... .. .... ...... .. ..... .. ... ..... .... .. 17 
Total R esident Students .... ... .... ....... .. ...... ......... ... ...... .. 
Total Stude·nts 
14 
Percet~tage 
of Total 
49.19 
50.81 
30 
126 
20 
656 
1 52 
176 
808 
984 
Number of Upperclassmen by Major Subjects 
B.A. Curricula B.S. Currintla 
B.A. General .. .. . .............. ... .. .. .. . .. ... .. ..... . 1 5 Biology .......................................... .. ..... . 11 
Classics ... .. ... ... ...... .. .... ...... ..... ...... .. ........ 7 Chemistry .. ... . .. ... . .. .. . . . .. .. . . ..... .... .. ...... .... 1 8 
Economics . ....... .. .. .. .... .. ...... .... ... .. ......... 144 Education .... .. ..... ..... .. .... .. .................. .. 6 
Education ..... .. .. .. ............... ........... .... ... .. 8 Engineering, 4 years ..... ............... .. .... .. 40 
English ................. ............. .. ... .. .... .... ..... 93 Engineering, 5 years ...... ...... .... .. ...... .... 5 
Fine Arts .. ... . ..... . ..... .. ... .. .... .. ... ..... .... .... 27 Geology .... .. .... .. .... .. ..... ........ ..... ..... ....... 5 
French ...... ..... .. ...... .. ........ ..... .. .......... .... 5 Interdepartmental ................ ...... .. ...... 15 
German .. .. .. .... .. ... ... .... ...... .. .... ... ............. 6 Mathematics .. .... .... .. ..... ........... .. .......... 49 
Government .. .... .. .......... .. ...... .... .. .... .. .... 32 Physics .... .. .... .. .... .. .... ...... .. .......... .. ........ 21 
History ...... .... ............ .. .... .. ... ...... .. ..... .... 120 Pre-Architecture ................ .. .... .. ......... . 
Interdepartmental .... .. ... ... .... .. .... .......... 1 Pre-Dental .... .. ... .. .......... .. ..... .. ......... ..... I 
Modern Languages .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ...... .. .. Pre-Medical .. ............... ..... .. ..... ........ ..... 66 
Music ...... ... ... ...... .......... .. ..... ...... ...... .... . Psychology ..... ........ ...... .. ..... .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . 19 
Philosophy .... .. ....................... .. ........ .... . 1 8 
Psychology .. .. .. .. ...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... .... 16 Total B.S. .. ...................................... 2 57 
Religion ........ ... ................. .. ............... .. . 6 
Romance Languages ............ .... .. ..... .. .... . 16 Grand Total .... .. .............................. 798 
panish .............. ... ....... ......... ............ ..... 7 
Undecided ...................... ............ .. ........ 12 
Total B.A . .. ............ ........................ .. 541 
Grades 
During the past five years the average g rades of the undergraduate students have 
been as follows: 
1955-56 1956 - 57 1957-5 8 1958-59 1959-60 
Grades in perce11t 75.5 75.1 75.2 7 5.5 76.3 
Jhe records of the various groups of the student body in 19 5 9-60 were as follows: 
Resident ...... ...... .. .. .............................. 76.0 Fraternity M embers .. ..... .. .. ........ .... ... .. 76. 9 
Non-Residmt ... ... .... .. .... .. .... ............... . 77.7 Independents (incl. Bro wnell Club) .. 7 5.9 
Upperclass1neu ........ .... ... ... ........ .... ..... .. .77.0 Married Students ............................. ... 78.4 
Frrshme1~ ... ... .. .... .... ... ... ..... ... .... .. .. ...... 74.5 Single Students .......................... .. ....... . 76.2 
Fraternity and Clu.b Standings for the Year 
Pi Kappa Alpha ........ .... .. .. .... .. ..... .. ... .. 79.25 Phi Kappa Psi .... .. ..... ............ ...... ..... .. 76.59 
Brownell Club .. .... .. ..... ......... .. .. .. ...... 78.78 Alpha Chi Rho .... .. .... .. ...... ...... ...... .... 76.43 
Delta Phi .... .. ..... .. ... .. .... .. .......... .. .... .. 77.84 Psi Upsilon ...... .................................. 7 5.8 6 
Theta Xi ................ .. ......... ... .... .... .... .. 77.63 Alpha Delta Phi ........................ ........ 75.66 
Sigma Nu .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .......... .. 77.11 Delta Psi .... .. .... .. ................................ 75.66 
Delta Kappa Epsilon .. ...... ..... ............. 76.67 
Distribution of Gracles, Past Five Y ellrs 
Total Gr·ades (Actual Numbers) 
June A B c D F Total 
1956 506 1434 1540 770 182 4432 
1957 480 1504 1568 849 269 4670 
1958 464 1547 1703 851 224 4789 
1959 421 1582 1757 742 188 4690 
1960 519 1662 1682 690 164 4717 
Totals 2390 7729 8250 3902 1027 23298 
15 
Percentages of A's, B's C's, D' F's 
J1me A B c D F Total 
1956 11.4 32.4 34.7 17.4 4.1 100.0% 
1957 10.3 32.2 3 3.5 18.2 5.8 100.0% 
1958 9.7 32.3 35.5 17.8 4.7 100.0% 
1959 9.0 33.7 37.5 15.8 4.0 100.0% 
1960 11.0 3 5.2 3 5.7 14.6 3.5 100.0% 
Totals, 5 years 10.3 33.2 3 5.4 16.8 4.4 100.0% 
There were 119 men who earned Dean' List average in February and 132 in June. 
The corresponding :figures for 1958-59 were 101 and 119. 
Academic Deficiencies 
1958-59 Probation Reqztired Withdrawal 
February 
Freshmen 28 4 
Upperclassmen 38 26 
June 
Freshmen 20 8 
Upperclassmen 17 18 
Total for Year 103 56 
1959-60 Probation Required Withdrawal 
February 
Freshmen 35 1 
Upperclassmen 60 10 
June 
Freshmen 19 11 
Upperclassmen 10 15 
Total for Year 124 37 
Scholarships and Loan Statistics 
Christmas Tri1~ity 
Full Year Term Term 
No. Amt. No. Amt. No. Amt. Total 
Scholarships 
Competitive 4 4,200 4,200 
General 96 68,050 15 6,325 11 3,496 77,871 
Ministerial 3 2,5 50 2,5 50 
Special 58 61,45 5 ~475 6 1,900 65,830 
161 136,255 20 8,800 17 5,396 150,451 
Average - $846 
Baker-incl. 1n Specials 3,100 375 3,475 
Illinois-incl. in Specials 28 38,050 562.50 200 38,812.50 
Scholarships- (Specific 
Gifts excluded) 
.Hartford Grants in Aid 4 1,3 00 200 1,500 
N. Y. Grants in Aid 400 400 
16 
Number of 
Loam Granted 
to Individual Amount of 
Loans Students Loans Granted 
Alumni 150 
Backus 200 
Mead 26 9,825 
Ogilby 1 150 
Trinity 61 11,2 50 
National Defense 43 22,660 
Coxhead 1 250 
134 $44,485 
Bursary Employment 
There were 245 students who earned $45,607; average $186. This was made up of 
the following: 
Dining Hall 42 @ $225 $ 9,450 
11 02 450 4,950 
14,000 
Other campus work 192 31,207 
245 $45,607 
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DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS 
A I R S C I E N C E (LT. CoL. RicHARD B. OLNEY) 
September 19 59 saw several changes in the departmental staff. Lt. Colonel Richard 
B. Olney replaced Lt. Colonel Manning as Professor of Air Science; Major Morton R. 
Tracy replaced Major Nolin as Air Science 3 Professor and Major John F. LaMar re-
placed Captain Beck as Commandant of Cadets and Air Science 1 Professor. 
Prior to reporting to Trinity Colonel Olney, Major Tracy and Major LaMar gradu-
ated from an accelerated six weeks course at the Air Force University on educational 
techniques, methodology, and student evaluation. 
The Department of Air Science began this academic year with a total enrollment 
of 1 07 cadets. 
Air Science 1 - 58 
Air Science 2 - 24 
Air Science 3 - 18 
Air Science 4 - 7 
The initial enrollment of sixty freshmen in Air Science 1 was very encouraging 
when compared to the enrollment the previous year of thirty. This increased enrollment 
was the result of the informative counseling provided by the incoming freshmen class by 
the Freshmen Advisers during Freshmen Week. Early in Freshman Week I had the 
opportunity to talk with the Freshmen Advisers and to explain our Air Science program. 
Some minor misunderstandings were clarified and as a result the Department of Air 
Science retained all but three of the freshmen who had previously indicated a sincere 
interest in the ROTC program. 
The attrition of Air Science student during this academic year reduced our 
strength to 101, as follows: 
Air Science 1 
Air Science 2 
Air Science 3 
Air Science 4 
3 -two left college at end of first semester -
one withdrew from Air Science program 
1 -left college at end of first semester for 
military duty 
1 -left college at end of first semester 
l -left college at end of first semester 
A field trip was made this year by military aircraft to Otis Air Force Base, 
Massachusetts, where the cadets participated in a weekend of flying and observing the 
operations of an Air Force base. A second field trip was taken to Bridgeport, Connecticut, 
to see an Air Force Titan missile and co tour A VCO Manufacturing plant where jet 
engines, Polaris Missiles, and nose cones for Titan, Atlas, and Minuteman Missiles are 
manufactured. Coordinated with this visit was one to the Sikorsky Aircraft Corporation 
to study the helicopter industry manufacturing process. 
Qn 2 5 April 1960 Major William Davis, holder. of the world's helicopter altitude 
record, and Mr. Charles H. Kaman, president of the Kaman Aircraft Corporation, landed 
the record-breaking Kaman H-43 helicopter on the Trinity Campus and gave an address 
co the students and the faculty in the Chemistry auditorium. 
Through the invitation of the Department of Air Science, Dr. Stephen T. Po sony, 
noted author, historian, and scholar, delivered the final Trinity College Lecture Series 
address of the academic year. Dr. Possony spoke on the Age of Conflict between De-
mocracy and Communism. 
The Annual Spring Review and Awards Ceremony honored Major General Frederick 
G. Reincke, the adjutant general of the State of Connecticut. In addition eighteen cadets 
received awards for outstanding achievements during the academic year. Both the Spring 
Review and the visit to the campus by the Kaman helicopter provided the College with 
considerable publicity and were shown over the local television stations in their evening 
news reports. Public lectures on the role of the Air Force were given by Major LaMar 
and Major Mee to various civic organizations in Connecticut. In addition, Major Mee was 
appointed Air Force adviser to the 1960 Barnum Festival, Bridgeport, Connecticut. 
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation for the 
outstanding support provided by President Jacobs, the Trustees, the Faculty and the 
Administrative Staff during my first year at the College. With such support we can 
look forward to an even greater participation of Trinity College men in the AFROTC 
program. 
20 
B I 0 L 0 G Y (DR. J. WENDELL BuRGER) 
The activities of the department members are listed below: 
Pttblications; J. WENDELL BuRGER-"Function of the Rectal Gland in the Spiny 
Dogfish," Science, 131: 670-1, 1960. 
Gra11ts: Danforth Foundation; New York Heart Association. 
Commit t ee and Other Activities : Trustee and Chairman, School of Nursing, Hartford 
Hospital; Trustee and Secretary, Mt. Desert Island Biological Laboratory. 
Meetings: International Congress of Anatomists, New York, N. Y., April 1960. 
jAMEs VAN SToNE-Publications: "The influence of sodium-1-thyroxine upon 
anuran hind limb regeneration," Anatomical R ecord, 136:295, 1960. 
Grant: U.S. Public Health Service Grant B-1705. 
Public Lectnres et c.: "Influence of sodium-1-thyroxine upon anuran hind limb 
regeneration," American Association of Anatomists, New York, New York, April 1960. 
Meet ings: Society for the study of development and growth, Madison, Wisconsin, 
June 1959; American Association of Anatomists, New York, New York, April 1960. 
c H E M I s T R y (DR. STERLING B. SMITH) 
An additional man was added to the staff of the Chemistry Department this year. 
This made it possible to relieve somewhat the load of certain members of the depart-
ment to carry on with a minimum of disturbance when Professor Gilpin was forced 
to drop out shortly after Easter due to illness. 
Five chemistry majors graduate this year. Four have been accepted into graduate 
schools in chemistry and one in medicine. Fifteen men have been placed to date in 
medical or dental schools. A few till remain to be placed. An interesting development 
here is that the list of schools accepting men this year contains the names of several 
school who have not taken a man from Trinity in many years, if at all. 
This ye_!lr financial grant have been re<.;eived from E. I. duPont de Nemours and 
Company, the Stauffer Chemical Company and the American Sealants Corporation. As 
in the past, with the exception of a few hundred dollars, this money has been used 
for student aid. 
STERLING B. SMITH-Committee and Other A cti vities : Judge at Northern Con -
necticut Science Fair, Hartford, April 1960. 
Meetings: Connecticut Valley Section of American Chemical Society, Combustion 
Engineering, Inc. , Windsor, Conn., Dec. 12, 1959. 
RoBERT H. SMELLIE, ]R.-Pttblicatiom and R eviews: " The Stabilization of Aqueous 
uspensions of Thorium Oxide" (with V. K. LaMer), U.S. A.E.C. Report NY0-8797, 
April 1960, 27 pages, 8 figures . 
Public Lectures etc.: " The Electrophoretic Mobilities and Charge Distributions in 
Barium Sulfate Suspensions," Paper presented at the national meeting of the American 
Chemical Society, Atlantic City, N. J., September 16, 1959. 
Committee and Other A ctiv ities: Associate Editor, Journal of Colloid Science. 
Meetings: National Meeting, American Chemical Society, Atlantic City, N. J. 
September 15, 16, 1959. 
W . ScoTT WoRRALL-Honors, Grants, etc.: National Science Foundation Research 
Grant. 
Public Lectures etc.: " Parallel Amide Groups," National Meeting, American Chem-
ical Society, Atlantic City, N. J., September 1959; "An Approach to the Synthesis of 
the Dilactam of exo-5-Hydroxmethyl-endo-cis-5 ,6-diaminobicyclo (2,2 ,1) heptane-endo-
cis-2,3-dicarboxylic acid ," Connecticut Valley Section Meeting, American Chemical So-
ciety, University of Massachusetts, November 1959. 
21 
VIcToR GILPIN-Publications: "Microscopic Fu ion Analysis: A potentially useful 
technique for the pulp and paper industry," Journal of the Technical Association of 
the Pulp and Paper Industry, Vol. 43, No. 5, May 1960, pgs. 423-429. 
Grants: from the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry for a 
study entitled "The Crystallinity of Cellulose," May 1960. 
Public Lectures etc.: Paper presented to Connecticut Valley ection of American 
Chemical Society: "Kinetics of Polymorph Transitions in Solutions," Central Connecticut 
State College, New Britain, Conn., November 1958. 
Committee a11d Other Activities: Elected to membership in the Technical Association 
of the Pulp and Paper Industry, January 1960. 
Meetings: Course in chemical microscopy, McCrone Associates and the Illinois Insti-
tute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois, July 1959. 
CLASSICS (PRoFEssoR jAMEs A. NoTOPOULos) 
The Moore Greek Lecture was given this year by Professor R. D. Murray, Jr., of 
Princeton University who spoke on "The Dramatic Technique of Aeschylus." At the 
invitation of the Department, Professor S. Marinatos, Rector of the University of 
Athens, and C. E. Norton, Lecturer of the Archaeological Institute of America, delivered 
a lecture at the College on "Mycenaean Tombs in Pylos." Both lectures, which were 
of high quality, enriched our clas ical tradition. The Goodwin Greek Prize and the 
Melvin W. Title Latin Prize elicited good performances. In the Goodwin Greek Prize 
the first prize was awarded to Mr. John Stambaugh, the second prize to Mr. David 
Wilson; Mr. Frank Urban, Jr., was awarded the first prize in the Latin examination 
while Mr. Stambaugh won the second. The department wishe to commend Mr. Urban, 
who handled with competence the teaching of the laboratory in Greek 112 thi year. 
Mr. Urban is indeed a rare bird for he is a major in .Engineering and in the Classics. 
jAMES A. NoTOPOULO -Publications and Reviews: "Modern Greek Heroic Oral 
Poetry," an album with introduction, issued by the Ethnic Folkways Library, 1959; 
"The Death of Herakles and of Digenes Akritas," Laographia (Folklore Archives of the 
Academy of Athens), XVIII, 1958; "The Song of Omalos," Kretik.a Chronik.a (Journal 
of Cretan Studies), X, 1958; Review of Shelley's Prometheus Uubound, A Variorum 
edition by L. J. Zillman, Modern Language Revie-w, Vol. 55, 1960; Review of Idylls of 
T heocritus in English Verse, tr. W. Douglas Hill, College English, Vol. 21, 1960. 
Honors: Appointed by Columbia University as "University Seminar Associate on 
Classical Civilization." 
Public Lectures etc.: "The Post-Homeric Oral Tradition," paper read before the 
annual meeting of the American Philological Association, New York, December 1959; 
"The Impact of the Advanced Standing Program," read at the 150th Anniversary 
Celebration of the Lawrenceville School, December 19 59; "The Classicist in the Con-
temporary World," read at the Second Seminar, Kent School, March 1959 (to be pub-
lished by the Yale Press); lecture on Homer, Harvard Freshman Honors Group, 
December 1959. 
Committees and Other Activities: College Board Examiner Committee in Latin; 
Reader for Advanced Placement in Latin; New England Editor of Classical Journal. 
Meetings: Connecticut Section of New England Classical Association, Marianapoli 
Preparatory School, Thompson, Conn., October, 1959; Meetings of the American Philo-
logical Association and the Archaeological Institute of America, New York, December 
1959. 
GooDWIN B. BEACH-Publications: Dispute in meaning of "educare," Classical 
World; Report (in Latin) in the Congress for Living in Classical Outlook.; Two storie 
(in Latin) in Vita Latina, France; Article (in Latin) in "altertum," Berlin, Germany. 
Public Lecfu,res etc.: Spoke at 2nd International Congress for Latin, Lyons France; 
addressed: Conard High School, Emma Willard School for Girls. Classical Association 
of New England, Junior Classical League of Connecticut, Junior Classical League of 
Massachusetts, and Needham High School, Needham, Massachusetts. 
22 
ECO 0 M I C S (DR. LAWRENCE W. TowLE) 
The staff of the Economics Department was augmented this year by the addition 
of Dr. Robert A. Battis, who as umed the post made vacant by the untimely death 
of Dr. John E. Candelet. Dr. Battis came to Trinity from Muhlenberg College where 
he had been serving a acting head of the Department of Economics. He had pre-
viously taught at Lehigh University and Lafayette College. Holding the position of 
George M. Ferris Lecturer in Corporation Finance and Investments, he delivered in 
March the first public lecture under this foundation on the topic "The Corporation and 
People's Capitalism." 
In April the Department co-spon ored with the Lecture Committee a lecture on 
foreign aid by Mr. James Flint of the International Cooperation Administration. 
A duplication by the General Electric Company of its generous grant of the 
preceding year has made it possible to complete the equipping of the Accounting-
tatistjcal Laboratory, which was originally e tablished through the largesse of General 
Electric. This laboratory is an important contribution to the work of the Department, 
both to the teaching of accounting and statistics and to the research of members of 
the staff and major students. 
For the third time in five year the Department was represented at the General 
Banking Seminar conducted by the Federal Re erve Bank of Boston in it own quarters. 
Thi year our participant was Professor Oanh. Previous participants had been the 
late Professor Candelet and Professor Towle. 
During the year the Department has held many meetings to discuss possible 
changes that might be made in it offering in the light of the principles adopted by 
the Faculty during the year. While certain alterations have been agreed upon, a com-
plete program ha not yet been adopted. Our motto ha been to make haste slowly in 
o vital a matter, to consider all likely changes and to di card those that do not carry 
a strong probability of truly improving our program. 
LAWRE CE W. TowLE-PublicatiOIIS and Reviews: Review, Foundations of Capi-
talism by Oliver C. Cox (Philo ophical Library) in Hartford Courant, January 1960. 
Public Lectures etc.: " orne Issue in Federal Finance," West Hartford, Conn., 
February 1960; "The Credit Outlook," Wethersfield, Conn., April 1960; "Tariffs-
Good or Bad for the United States," Newington, Conn., May 1960; "Life Insurance in 
Our Economy," Hartford, Conn., April 1960. 
Committee aud Other Activities: Executive Council, Psi Upsilon Fraternity. 
Meetings: Symposium, the New York Commodity Exchanges, New York City, 
ovember 1959; American Economic Ass'n., Washington, D. C., December 1959; Con-
necticut Valley Economists As ociation, Northampton, Mass., May 1960. 
RICHARD ScHEUCH-Publicatiolls al/{1 Reviews: Consultant: two pamphlets pub-
li hed by Greater Hartford Council on Economic Education. 
Public Lecfu1·es etc.: Chairman, Development Panel, American College Public 
Relations A sn. Annual Meeting, Hartford, Conn., January 1960; Chairman, Labor-
;\1anagement Panel, Annual Conference Greater Hartford Council on Economic Education, 
Norwich, Conn., October 1959; "Management' Middlemen in Industrial Relations," 
ew Britain Foremen's Club, February 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Member of Council, Trinity College Library 
A ociates; Corporator of Renbrook School; Member of Council, Greater Hartford 
Council on Economic Education. 
Meefi11gs: Annual Meeting, American Economics Association, Washington, D. C., 
Dec. 1959; Annual Meeting, lndu trial Relations Re earch Association, Washington, D. 
C., Dec. 1959; pring Meeting Conn. Valley Economics Association, Northampton, Mass. 
May, 1960; Fall Conference, Greater Hartford Council on Economic Education, Norwich, 
Conn., October 1959. 
23 
JACQUES N. X. 0ANH-Pnblications: "Keynes Today," Harvard Business Review, 
May-June 1960. 
Grants: Danforth Summer Research (summer 1960). 
Public Lectures etc.: "American Foreign Aid and Economic Development," WR TC-
FM, April 1960. 
Committe£> and Other ActivitiPs: Cowles Commission for Economic Research-
Monthly meeting; Faculty Adviser-Economics Club (2nd year)-8 meetings. 
Meetings: American Economic Association, Washington, D.C., December 1959; Con-
necticut Valley Economists Association, Northampton, Mass., May 1960; Central Bank 
Conferences, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Mass., April 1960. 
LEROY DuNN--Grants: Danforth Summer Research Grant. 
Public Lectures etc.: Commentary upon writings of Walt Whitman Rostow, WRTC-
FM, April 1960. 
Meetings: American Economic Association, Washington, D. C., December 1959; 
Connecticut Valley Economists Association, Smith College, May 1960; Economics Faculty 
Seminar, Yale University, Oct.-Jan. 1959-1960. 
RoBERT A. BATTis--Grants: Danforth Foundation Summer Study Grant. 
Public Lectures etc.: "People's Capitali m" and Corporate Ownership, 1960 Ferris 
Lecture, March 1960; The Economics of American History "Business Consolidation and 
Federal Legislation, 1870-1902," Television Program WNHC-TV (Connecticut Council 
for Advancement of Economic Education), March 1960. 
Meetings: American Economic Association meetings, Washington, D. C., December 
1959; Connecticut Valley Economists Association, Northampton, Mass., May 1960. 
ED U CAT I 0 N (DR. DoNALD L. HERoMAN) 
The year 19 5 9-60 has seen a nation wide re-empha is of the role of the liberal art 
college in the preparation of econdary school teachers. Most frequently this has taken 
the form of a fifth year of college study leading to a Master of Art in T caching degree. 
While acknowledging that five years of college are increasingly demanded as a 
minimum for high-school teaching, Trinity ha thu far avoided commitment to that 
particular path of teacher preparation for several reasons: 
(1) A number of undergraduates are unable to afford a fifth year of study im-
mediately upon graduation from college. For ome, as well, another study year would 
more profitably follow some other experience, either in the armed services or as a teacher 
in the classroom. 
(2) Trinity already offers, through its graduate program, a highly flexible opportunity 
for professional study of education combined with advanced work in the academic 
discipline being taught. This is achieved without recourse to the coining of a new, hi -
torically redundant degree. 
Trinity's contribution to the pre-service preparation of public chool teacher 
remains quantitatively small; its over-all role in education is large and is growing. To 
this end the staff of the Department of Education is active in its professional identifica-
tion with schools of many types and at many levels. 
DoNALD LAYTON HERDMAN-Pztblic Lecfztres etc.: "Religious Growth in Children," 
Newington, Conn., Sept. 1959; "Professional Teaching in Church School," Hartford, 
Conn., Nov. 1959; "On Choosing a Vocation," Newington, Conn., March 1960; "An 
Aesthetic lntrepretation of Motivation," Winsted, Conn., Mar. 1960; "Moral Education in 
the Public School," Newington, Conn., Mar. 1960; "New Horizons in Religiou Edu-
cation," Suffield, Conn., Apr. 1960; "The Developing Science of Meteorology," Avon, 
Conn., June 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Board of Advisors, Teacher Educatiou Quarterly: 
Chairman, Board of Religious Education, Church of Christ, Newington, Conn.; Lecturer 
on Education, School of Nursing, Hartford Hospital, Hartford, Conn.; Teacher Education 
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and Professional ::,tandards Commission, Conn. Education Assn.; Board of Trustees, 
Children's Museum of Hartford; Social Service Committee, Greater Hartford Council of 
Churches. 
Meetings: Committee on Educational Television, Middletown, Conn., Dec . 1959; 
"Preparation of Tomorrow's Teacher," Bloomfield, Conn., April 1960; Higher Education 
as a. Profession," Meriden, Conn., April 1960; Education in Burma, West Hartford, 
Conn., May, 1960; American Association of Museums, Boston, Mass., May 1960; 
New England Board of Higher Education, Medford, Mass., May 1960. 
RicHARD K. MoRRis-Publications ami Revie111s: "The Story of The Holland Sub-
marine" U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, 86,1:78-89. January 1960; "Submarines," 
Scribner's Dictionary of American History, 1960 Edition; "The Sage of Seabury 22," 
Trinity Alumni Magazine I, 3:18. March 1960. 
Honors, Grants, etc.: Display of HistOrical Materials in U.S. Navy Exhibit, Truxcor-
Decatur Museum, Washington, D. C., 60th Anniversary of SS HOLLAND, April 11, 
1960. 
Pttblic Lectures etc.: "History and Development of the American Submarine," 
Historical Society, Hartford, Conn., April 5, 1960; "Anthropology and The Judaeo-
Christian Tradition," Conard High School, West Hartford, Oct. 20, 1960. 
Committee and Other Acti·vities: Visiting Professor, Philosophy of Education, The 
Johns Hopkins University, Summer 1959; Steering Committee, Conn. Council on 
Teacher Education; Executive Committee, Hartford Anthropological Society; Committee 
work for Kiwanis Club of Hartford. 
Meetiugs: Hartford Anthropological Society, Hartford Seminary Foundation and 
Trinity College, April and May 1960; Yale Department of Education, Post-Doctoral 
Seminar, Princeton, N. ]., April 23-24, 1960; Conn. Council on Teacher Education 
(Elected Chairman of Council for 1960-61), University of Bridgeport, May 17, 1960. 
JUAN EsTARELLAs-Publicatiom: "Language, Thinking, and Bilingualism," Teacher 
Education Quarterly, Vol. XVII, No. 2. Winter 1960; "Report by the U.S. Office of 
Education on Foreign Schools," Research in Comparative Education (Edited by W. W. 
Brickman), N. Y. 1959. 
Public Lectures etc.: Psycholinguistics, Gamma Mu Chapter, Phi Delta Kappa, 
Feb. 2, 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Treasurer, Gamma Mu Field Chapter, Phi Delta 
Kappa. 
E N G I N E E R I N G (PROFESSOR EDWIN P. NYE) 
Trinity College as a whole and the Engineering Department in particular suffered 
a grievous loss with the death on April 1 5, 1960, of Harold J . Lockwood, Hallden Pro-
fessor of Engineering. Professor Lockwood was in his 17th year with the College, and 
had been chairman of Engineering since his appointment in 1943. Under his able leader-
hip, and with the financial assistance of Karl W. Hallden, '09, Life Trustee of the 
College, Professor Lockwood built both a modern engineering department and the 
building to house it. 
Professor Lockwood saw engineering, not as a narrow vocational specialty, but, 
rather, as one facet of a truly liberal education. Under his guidance, engineering at 
Trinity College has developed as an integral part of the whole educational enterprise. 
While the influence of his planning will continue to be felt fl)r many years to come, his 
patience. _wit and wisdom will surely be missed. 
This year marks the graduation of the first students who have completed the new 
five-year program. Although the class is small (consisting of two electrical and two 
mechanical engineers) it graduation marks an important milesrone in the development 
of our new concept of engineering work in a liberal arts college. 
Several important additions have been made to the equipment of Hallden Laboratory. 
These include a Westinghouse generalized machine, given to Trinity by its maker; 
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several prectston oscilliscopes and related items purchased at a small fraction of their real 
cost, through the generosity of the manufacturer., the Tektronix Company; and a new 
torsion tester, purchased with funds from the Hallden Machine Company. The com-
bined dollar value of this equipment is over $9,000.00. 
Installation of a Bigelow boiler, Terry turbine, three-phase electric generator, pumps, 
piping and heat exchangers, begun over two years ago, was virtually completed. The 
assembly was operated in thermodynamics laboratory for the first time this spring. In 
the future it will constitute one of three major experimental facilities in the department. 
The whole installation was made possible by several generous contributions by Dr. Hallden. 
The future for engineering at Trinity appears bright. Nine students have accepted 
admission to the fifth-year program for next Christmas term. The Department also 
expects to apply for accreditation of its engineering program by the Engineer's Council 
For Professional Development, national accrediting body for curricula in Engineering. 
EDWIN P. NYE-Public Lect1tres etc.: "Relation of Science and Engineering," 
Trinity College (Sigma Pi Sigma initiation), March 1960; "The Power to Do," Trinity 
College (inaugural address), March 1960; "Beginnings of the Age of Steam," University 
of Hartford, March 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Lay Reader, Member of Finance Committee, St. 
Andrews Church, Bloomfield; Chairman, College Work Division, Committee for Youth 
and Laymen's Work, Diocese of Hartford. 
• Meetings: New England Section, ASEE, Storrs, Connecticut, Oct, 19f9; Annual 
Meeting, ASME, Atlantic City, N.J., Dec. 19f9. 
WENDELL EvERETT KRAFT-Committee and Other Activities: Executive Committee 
rnember, Men's Club, St. James' Episcopal Church, West Hartford; alternate delegate to 
Diocesan Convention, St. James' Episcopal Church, West Hartford. 
Meetings: Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers Annual Meeting, New 
York, N. Y., November 1959; New England Board of Higher Education, Teachers Re-
tention Conference, Boston, Mass., May 1960; Association of Colleges in New England 
Annual Meeting, Hartford, Conn., October 1959; Morning Service, Trinity Cathedral 
(Christian College Sunday), Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1960; Inauguration of President, 
Smith College, Northampton, Mass., Nov. 1959. 
THEODORE RoBERT BLAKESLEE--Cornmiftee and Other Activities: Secretary, Hart-
ford Section, ASME; Secretary, Power Te t Code Committee No. 10, ASME; Troop 
Committee, BSA, Troop 25, Manchester, Conn.; Summer Faculty Program, Pratt and 
Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn. 
Meetings: Annual Meeting, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Atlantic 
City, N.J., Dec. 19f9. 
AUGUST E. SAPEGA-Honors, Grants, etc.: National Science Foundation Summer In-
stitute of Mathematics and Engineering Sciences for Engineering Professors, Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute, Ruston, La. 
Committee and Other Activities: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Con-
necticut section, member executive committee, program chairman. 
ENGLISH (DR .. FREDERICK L. GwYNN) 
Personnel. In September Mr. John Dando became an associate professor, Mr. Stephen 
Minot (formerly of Bowdoin and the University of Connecticut Hartford Branch) 
began teaching literary writing, and Mr. Paul Smith (from Harvard Graduate School) 
began teaching American literature-all with notable success. Dr. Kenneth Cameron was 
on leave of absence in Christmas Term, continuing his studies in the American 
Renaissance. 
Curricttlmn. Seven entering students received exemption from one or both terms of 
the Freshman English course under the Department's advanced placement testing. In 
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conjunction with the College's new curriculum, the Department revised its offerings for 
the future, dropping thirteen half-courses and adding three--elementary literary writing, 
survey of poetry, and history of ideas (graduate)-and making the graduate courses 
more flexible as "studies in" a period or topic. The Department also re-examined and 
revised the Freshman English course for next term. 
Major Work.. Ninety-odd upperclassmen were registered as English majors, with 
two graduating seniors proceeding to graduate study in the subject elsewhere. Nineteen 
seniors completed one term of the new major seminar-tutorial course, in which they 
followed a reading program under the guidance of an instructor and participated in 
joint assignments and meetings of all course and Department members. Four of these 
students wrote theses-on naturalism in modern American fiction, Mark Twain's social 
criticism, the "metaphysical' poets and T. S. Eliot, and an original three-act play. Im-
provement and expansion of the course is planned for 1960-1961. In the graduate pro-
gram, nearly fifty students took courses, and seven completed theses (on Chaucer, Donne, 
Mrs. Browning, Eliot, Fitzgerald, modern Italian women novelists, and a collection of 
original poems) and received M.A. degrees. 
FREDERICK LANDIS GWYNN-Publications a11d Revie1vs: Faulkner i1t the University: 
Class Conferences at the U11iversity of Virginia, ed. with Joseph L. Blotner, University 
of Virginia Press, Nov. 1959, 294; Ed. College English magazine and review-notices, 
XXI (Oct. 19 59-May 1960), 1-518; "Package Deal, or the Consumer as Safecracker," 
Industrial Design, repr. The Management Review, VII (Feb. 1960), 69-70; XLIX (Apr. 
1960), 37-39; "The Encouragement of Excellence," Trinity Tripod, LVIII {9 Dec. 
1959), •Suppl.; Review, Hyam Plutzik's Apples fr01n Shinar, Trinity Alunmi Magazine, 
I, 3 (Mar. 1960), 22. 
Public Lectttres: "The Fiction of J. D. Salinger," WRDC, Trinity College, Mar. 
1959; "The Freshman English Course," Conn. Council of Teachers of English, Fairfield, 
Oct. 1959; "The Operations of the English Department," Trinity Alumni Club, Hfd., 
Dec. 1959; "Navy Public Relations," Naval Reserve Composite Co. 3-5, Hartford, Dec. 
1959; "Literature as One of the Humanities," Senior Humanities Course, Kingswood 
chool, W. Hfd., Jan. 1960. 
Meetings: Connecticut Council of Teachers of English, Fairfield, Conn., Oct., 1959; 
National Council of Teachers of English, Denver, Colo., Nov. 1959; New England 
College English Association, Amherst, Mass., May 1960. 
JoHN BARD McNuLTY-Publications and Reviews: Continuing research and writing 
on the history of The Hartford Courant, aimed at publication in connection with the 
paper's bicentennial anniversary in 1964. 
Public Lectures etc.: Public lectures on various subjects have averaged about two 
a month. Of special interest were some radio talks on literature over Station WR TC 
broadcast to high schools in the Greater Hartford area. These made the education page 
of the New York. Times. 
Committee and Other Activities: President, Glastonbury town-wide PTA Council; 
Trustee, South Glastonbury Public Library; Chairman, Glastonbury Heritage Com-
mittee, which is a group recently appointed by the Town Council to help preserve the 
historic character of the town. 
Meetings: Connecticut Council of Teachers of English, New Britain, Conn., April 
1960; Yale Conference on Teaching of English, New Haven, Conn., April 1960. 
KENNETH WALTER CAMERON-Pttblicatiom and Reviews: About seventy-five, dealing 
with books more or less relevant to English and American literature. 
Articles: Edited Charles Chauncy Emerson's "Whether the Moral Influence of Poetry 
has been on the Whole Beneficial to Mankind?" Emerson Soc., Quar., no. 16 (III 
Quarter 1959), pp. 4-11, 22; Edited Charles Chauncy Emerson's "Lecture on Slavery" 
{1835), Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 16 (III Quarter 1959), pp. 12-22; "Some Memorabilia 
of Franklin Benjamin Sanborn," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 16 (III Quarter 1959), pp. 
23-30; "Geological Speculation at Emerson's Harvard in 1825," Emers01~ Soc. Qttar., 
no. 16 (III Quarter 19 59), pp. 3 0-4 3; "Lectures in Boston During Thoreau's Senior 
Year," Emerson's Soc. Quar., no. 16 (III Quarter 1959) pp. 43-48; "Thoreau's Diploma 
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Again," Emerson Soc. Qu.a·r., no. 16 (III Quarter 1959), pp. 48-49; "Thoreau and 
John Evelyn," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 18 (I Quarter 1960), p. 35; "A New Thoreau 
Poem-'To Edith,'" Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 18 (I Quarter 1960), pp. 40-41; 
"Margaret Fuller's Poem on the Death of Charles Chauncy Emerson," Emerson Soc. 
Quar., no. 18 (I Quarter 19 60), p. 49; "Emerson on Bronson Alcott, Conversationalist,'' 
EmerSon Soc. Quar., no. 18 (I Quarter 1960), pp. 50-51; "Emerson's Tribute to Mrs. 
Hannah Joy," Emerson Soc. Quar,. no. 18 (I Quarter 1960), p. 51; "John Shepard 
Keyes' Reminiscences of Emerson,'' Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960) pp. 
15-16; "A Note on the Corpusants in Moby-Dick," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II 
Quarter 1960), pp. 22-24; "Tennyson to Edward Campbell Tainsh in 1868," Emerson 
Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 29-35; "The Long-Sleep-and-Changed-World 
Motif in 'Rip Van Winkle,'" Emerson Soc. Quar,. no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 3 5 -36; 
"Schiller's 'Die !deale' and the Odes of Coleridge and Wordsworth," Emerson Soc. 
Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960) pp. 36-37; "Poe's 'Bells' and Schiller's 'Das Lied von 
der Glocke,'" Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19. (II Quarter 1960), pp. 37; "Two Pages 
of Thoreau's Notes for Cape Cod," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 
3 8-3 9; "Harvard Manuscript Resources for Students of Lowell," Emerson Soc. Quar., 
no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 39-40; "Stray Letters, Everett, Van Buren and J. Q. 
Adams," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 40-41; "Stray Letters of 
Lowell, Holmes and Bryant," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 41-42; 
"Thoreau in the Papers of Nathan Brooks and Abel Moore,'' E·merson Soc. Quar., no. 
19 (II Quar ter 1960), pp. 42-4 5; "Thoreau in the Memoirs of the Concord Social 
Circle," "Emersou Soc., Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 45-46; "Historical Notes 
on the Concord Academy," Emerson Soc., Qnar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 46-51; 
"Jones Very's Academic Standing at Harvard," Emerson oc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 
1960), pp. 52-60; "Emerson's Lecture Schedules in Danbury, Connecticut," Emerson 
Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960) pp. 81-85; "Emerson and Melville Lecture in 
New Haven (1856-1857)," Emerson Soc. Q1tar., no. 19 (II Quarter 1960), pp. 85-96; 
"Current Bibliography on Ralph Waldo Emerson," Emerson Soc. Quar., no. 19 (II 
Quarter 1960), pp. 97-98; "Trinity College and St. James Church 'Over the Rocks,'" 
Trinity College Alumni Mag., I, no. 3 (March, 1960), pp. 6-7. 
Honors, Grants, etc.: Danforth Foundation grant for summer study, 1960; Elected 
Vice-President of the First Province Associate Alumni of the General Theological 
Seminary, 1960. 
Public Lectures, etc: "The Modern Wasceland"-Three Lectures, North Colebrook, 
Conn., Oct. 1959; "New Light on Colonial Connecticut," Wethersfield, Conn., June 
1960; "John Chauncey Linsley-Connecticut Oak," Hartford, Conn., May 1960. 
Committee a!!:..d Other Activities: Archivist and Historiographer, Diocese of Con-
necticut; Editor of The Historiographer of the Episcopal Diocese of Conn. (Quarterly); 
Editor of The Emerson Society Quarterly. 
Meetings: Joint meeting of the Emerson and Thoreau Societies, Concord, Mass., 
July 1959; Report at Convention, Diocese of Connecticut, Hartford, Conn., May 
1960. 
RALPH M. Wn.LIAMs-Publicatious and Rrviews: A number of reviews in College 
English. 
Public Lectures, etc.: "Informal Testing of Reading Ability of College Students," 
International Reading Association, New England Council, Worcester, Mass., Nov. 21, 
1959; "The Application of Structural Linguistics to the Teaching of Composition," 
Advanced Placement Conference in English, Smith College, Northampton, Mass., June 
24, 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Chairman, Adult Education Committee, Hartford 
Monthly Meeting of Friends (Quakers). 
Meetings: International Reading Association, N.E. Council, Worcester, Mass., Nov. 
21, 1959; Conn. Council of Teachers of English, New Britain, Conn., Apr. 2, 1960; 
Yale Conference on the Teaching of English, New Haven, Conn., Apr. 8, 1960; C.E.E.B. 
Advanced Placement Conference in English, Northampton, Mass., June 2 3-2 5, 1960. 
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jOHN DANDo-Public Lectures, etc.: Behind the Pages (Radio series on WTIC: 52 
programs), Hartford, Conn., 19 5 9-60; Back..grmtnds of Literature (Radio series of WCBS: 
39 programs), ew York, N. Y.; Classrooms Unli-mited (4 programs for WRTC-FM 
and the Hartford schools); Literature and the Library (address to the Springfield Public 
Library, Springfield, Mass., April 1960; Wisdom aud Knowledge (address to Hall High), 
West Hartford, February 1960; Irish Rl'11aissance (address to Mitchell College), New 
London, May 1960. 
DANIEL BoND Rr DON-Meetings: New England College English Association, 
Amherst, Mass., May 1960. 
RICHARD P. BENTON-Publications: "The Literary Sources of Keats' Ode on a 
Grecian Urn: A Review of Professor Hood's Compilation" Trinity College Alumni 
Magazine, I (Rev. art.) (March 1960). R eviews: Bernard Sha~v and the Niuetemth-
Century Tradition, by Julian B. Kaye, College English, XXI (October 1959); Keats' 
Well-Read Urn; An Ir!_lroduction to Literary Method, by Harvey T. Lyon; and The 
Romance of the Rubaiyat, by A. J. Arberry, College English, XXI (January 1960) . 
Meetings: Eighth Annual English Conference, Central State College, New Britain, 
Conn., April 2, 1960; Sixth Yale Conference on the Teaching of English, Yale Uni-
versity, New Haven, Conn., April 8-9, 1960. 
JAMEs L. PoTTER-Meetings: College English Assoc. Regional , Medford, Mass., Nov. 
1959; Connecticut Education Assoc. meeting on Teacher Education and Professional 
tandards, Hartford, Conn., April 19 59. 
STEPHEN MINOT-Publications and R eviews: "Teaching the Traditional Essay," 
College English, Dec. 1959; "What a Seminar is Not," AAUP Bulletin, Winter 1959; 
"Examining the Examination," College E11glish, May 1960, Vol. 21, No. 8, 469-70; Re-
view notices, College English, 1959-60; Review: Poetry and Jazz, Trinity Tripod. 
PAUL SMITH-Public Lectures, etc.: "American Literature and American Life,'' 
West Hartford, Connecticut, May 1960. 
Meetings: Mod'ern Language Association, Chicago, Illinois, December 19 59. 
F I E ARTS (PRoFEssoR JoHN C. E. TAYLoR) 
During the past year the Fine Arts Department presented two exhibitions in the 
Conference Room in the Library. The first, in January, was loaned to the College by the 
Olsen Foundation and consisted of paintings and scultpure representing various con-
temporary styles. The econd exhibition, in April, consisted of work by the Fine Arts 
Faculty. 
A propos of exhibitions, it is gratifying to note that once again a Trinity student 
won a prize at the annual Intercollegiate show at the Springfield (Mass.) Museum. This 
year the graphics prize was awarded to Roger Emley, '60. 
The next item has nothing to do with the fine arts, but . it is none the less a 
pleasure to record that on May 12th Professor P:1ppas was elected President of the New 
England Intercollegiate Golf Association. 
]oH C. E. TAYLOR-Art Activities: Design for '56 kneeler-end completed. 
K.neeler-end dedicated December 13, 1959; Design for Crypt Chapel communion rail 
completed. Rail dedicated December 5, 1959; Design for J. H. Kelso Davis pew-end 
completed. Pew-end dedicated March 13, 1960; Design for Westover Award Tablet 
for Westover School completed. Tablet dedicated May 13, 1960. 
Public Lectures, etc.: Modern Art, Ogunquit (Me.) Art Assn., August 11, 1959; 
Leonardo da Vinci, Hartford TC Italian Club, March 14, 1960; Peter Brueghel, Hart-
ford Thursday Club, April 7, 1960; Modern Painting, Hartford Civitan Club, April 
8, 1960 and May 27, 1960; Renaissance Painting and Modern Painting, Loomis School's 
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Humanities Program, January 21, 26, 28, 1960 and May 3, 5, 10, 1960; Renais ance 
Painting, Conard Schools' Humanitie Program, December 16, 1959; Took part in panel 
discussion sponsored by Atheneum Council of Wadsworth Atheneum, April 22, 1960; 
Took part in panel discussion sponsored by WRTC, May 18, 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Continued to serve on Hartford's Fine Arts Com-
mission; Continued to serve on the Council of the Connecticut Academy of Fine Arts; 
Member of Jury of Awards for exhibition of Housatonic Art Assn., Loomis chool, 
February 27, 1960; Helped to judge an intercollegiate debate in which TC took part 
at U. of Mass., March 12, 1960. 
Meetings: Episcopal Lay-readers' Conference, Southington, Conn., St. Paul's Church, 
April 3 0, 1960. 
MITCHELL N. PAPPAs-Exhibits and Painting: Conn. Watercolor ociety Annual 
Exhibit, December 1959; Conn. Academy of Fine Arts Annual, March 1960; Portraits 
for Private Collections; Trinity Fine Art Faculty Exhibit at Library, May 1960. 
Honors: Elected President of .E. Intercollegiate Golf Assoc., May 1960. 
Public Lectures, etc.: E. Htfd. Art League, E. Hartford, Conn., Nov. 1959; Lecture 
eries for Conn. General, Bloomfield, Conn., Fall 1959; Htfd G.O.Y.A., Greek Orthodox 
Church, Htfd., March 1960; TV Panel, Channel 18, Foreign Policy Gr., Hartford, 
Conn., April 1960; National Secretary Assoc. Htfd. Chapt., Aetna Ins. Co., Htfd., 
Conn., May 1960 
Committee and Other Activities: Htfd. Community Chest Drive, 1960. 
Meetings: Yale Design and Architecture, ew Haven, Conn., April 1960. 
CHARLES B. FERGU ON-Public Lecttues, etc.: "Abstraction Through The Ages," 
Renbrook School, Hartford, Conn., June 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Painting classes, Red Barn tudio, Fishers Island, 
N.Y., summer 1959-1960; Red Barn Studio, Gallery Director; Exhibition of paintings at 
(1) Trinity College, (2) The Mattatuck Historical Society (Waterbury, Conn.), and 
(3) Pomfret School (Pomfret, Conn.); Mural for a private home (West Hartford, 
Conn.). 
G E 0 L 0 G y (DR. RANDOLPH w. CHAPMA ) 
In September 1959, Richard W. Berry joined the Department of Geology to take 
over the instruction in Structural Geology and Geophysics. With this addition, the de-
partment staff becomes well-rounded and able to offer the following major fields of 
geology: (1) Mineralogy and Petrology, (2) Paleontology and Stratigraphy, (3) truc-
tural Geology anl Geophysics, and ( 4) Geochemistry. 
The geology curriculum was revised in order that it conform with the new cur-
riculum of the College. The course in Petroleum Geology was dropped, and other 
courses were revamped in order to eliminate duplication and to bring about greater 
student participation in the learning process. Courses in Physics of the Earth and 
Geophysics were offered this year for the first time. 
During the year the Department was privileged to participate in the Visiting Geo-
scientist Program sponsored by the American Geological Institute and financed by the 
National Science Foundation. On March 9, 10, and 11, Dr. Charle C. Bates from the 
Office of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operation (Development), Wa hington, D. C., wa 
a guest of the Department. Dr. Bates gave stimulating lectures on Oceanography and 
on National Policy and the Earth Sciences, and conferred with those students who are 
interested in geology as a career. 
In April, six classes of Grade 8 students from the Glastonbury Public chool 
visited the Trinity College campus. Each cia s was given a conducted tour through the 
Geology Museum and was then taken to Trinity Ridge, immediately west of ummit 
Street, where the local geology was explained. The program was designed to awaken 
interest in geology among public school students. 
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Many much-needed geology publications were added to the Library during the year. 
Among these were some new subscriptions to earth science journals and some back volumes 
of journals which helped to make certain sets complete. 
Several major items of equipment were acquired during 19 5 9-60. Among these were 
a polarizing microscope with accessories, a Geiger counter, a mineralight and a plastic 
relief map of the world. Several paleontology collections were also purchased. Three 
microscope tables were specially built for use in the petrography laboratory. 
An increasing public awareness of the value of geology has been reported from 
everal sources during the past year. It i hoped that this may prompt more good 
students to study in this field. 
RANDOLPH W. CHAPMAN--Committee and Other Activities: Commissioner on 
Connecticut Geological and Natural History Survey; Committee member, Association of 
Geology Teachers. 
Meetings: Conn. Geological & Natural History Survey, Portland, Conn., Oct., 1959, 
Mar. 1960; Association of Geology Teachers, Wellesley, Mass., Apr. 1960. 
CHARLES W. WELBY-Publications a11d Reviews: Stratigraphy of the Central Chal!!-
plain Valley, Trip C., Stratigraphy a11d Strncture of West Central Vermont, Guidebook, 
51st Annual Meeting of New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference, Oct. 17, 
1959, pp. 19-34; Review of Elements of Geology by James Zumberge (Cont.), American 
Journal of Science, Vol. 257, no. 12. 
Gra11ts: Danforth Summer Study Grant, Trinity College, for summer of 1960; 
Conference on Structure and Stratigraphy of the Appalachians, National Science Founda-
tion Grant, The American University, June 8-21, 1960. 
Meetings: New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference, Rutland, Vermont, 
Oct. 1959; American Association of Petroleum Geologists, Atlantic City, N. J., April 
1960; New York State Geological Association, Clinton, New York, May 1960. 
RICHARD W. BERRY-Public Lectures, etc.: cience and Religion, West Hartford, 
Conn., Nov. 19 59; Physical Propertie of Minerals as Explained by Atomic Structure, 
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 1959; Physics of the Earth, New Britain, Conn., Mar. 1960. 
GERMAN (DR. AR'fHUR H. HUGHES) 
The department. was enlivened by the presence of Dr. Alfons Krenn who came 
to us for a year as a Fulbright Exchange Professor. Students will remember his patience 
and interest as well as his musical and photographic talents. 
HAN F. FRESE-Publications and Reviews: Compilation of German Literature: 
Excerpts from Old and Middle High German literary documents completed and used 
in German 231-232. 
Public Lectures, etc.: Lecturer, Hartford Branch of the University of Connecticut, 
1959-60. 
ALFON KRENN-Public Lectures, etc.: "Austria Since 1945" for Manchester High 
chool, Hartford, Nov. 5, 1959; "Tyrol, Land and People"-with slides, Public Library, 
Hartford, Nov. 17 1959; "Way of Austria Since 1945," Univ. of Conn., Storrs, April 
6, 1960; "Education in Austria and U.S.," Whiting Lane School, April 21, 1960; "Sport 
in Tyrols," Bond Hotel, Hartford, May 3, 1960; "U.S. and Austria, Problems for 
ocial Studies Group," Hartford, May 17, 1960. 
G 0 v E R N M E N T (DR. VERNON L. FERWERDA) 
Nathaniel Preston joined the Department as the instructor responsible for courses in 
American government. Upon completion of a thesis directed by John Sly, the pre-eminent 
American authority on state and local government, Preston was awarded his Ph.D. degree 
at Princeton in June, 1960. 
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As before, service on committees of the faculty continued to claim a significant 
portion of the time of the members of the Department. This was especially true in the 
case of Rex Neaverson, who served as Secretary of the Ad Hoc Committee on Problems 
of Administration during the year. 
The Department continued its reappraisal of the curriculum in government. In the 
revised curriculum approved by the faculty in May, the principal changes were the 
rearrangement of courses which produced a new one-semester course, Introduction to 
Politics, and the addition of a course on the Government and Policies of Aisa. 
In connection with the senior seminar, a comprehensive examination in government 
was given for the first time to all majors. In terms of orienting the final year's work 
to a greater breadth and depth of knowledge in the field, this first experiment was at 
least a limited success. From it came also an awareness of the additional types of work 
which must be undertaken with next year's seniors before the second comprehensive 
examination can be given. 
VERNON LERoY FERWERDA-Grant: Danforth Foundation grant for research during 
summer of 1960 in connection with textbook on international organization. 
Public Lectnres, etc.: 10 lectures on world affairs before the Connecticut Council 
of Churches, Greater Hartford Church Women, Men's Club of St. James's Church, West 
Hartford, and other organizations in Greater Hartford area; Lenten Series of six meetings 
on "Christian Responsibility in Politics" at Church of Christ, Newington; Television 
Panel on Red China, WHCT, Hartford. 
Committee and Other Activities: Appointed International Relations Chairman of 
Connecticut Council of Churches; served as International Relations Consultant to Con-
necticut State Department of Education, and Greenwich Board of Education; appointed 
District Leadership Training Chairman and Member of Council Leadership Training 
Committee, Charter Oak Council, Boy Scout of America. 
Meetings: Advanced Seminar on International Relations, Church Peace Union, New 
York, N. Y., January 1960; New England Political Science Association Annual Meet-
ing (Secretary-Treasurer), Amherst, Mass., April, 1960; Leadership Training Conference, 
Philmont Scour Ranch, Cimarron, New Mexico, August 1959. 
REX C. NEAVERSON--Committee and Other Activities: Vice-President and member 
of Executive Board Connecticut Civil Liberties Union (monthly). 
NATHANIEL S. PRESTON-Publications and Reviews: "Womb to Tomb Sets Prece-
dent," Trinity Tripod, Vol. LVII, No. 20, April 7, 1960, page 7. 
Grant: Appointed Special Assistant to the Dean of Graduates Studies, May 23, 1960. 
Appointment made possible by a gram from the Fund for the Advancement of Edu-
cation. This appointment is for a limited time, to expire in September. 
Public Lectnres, etc.: Consultation with Granby (Conn.), Charter Commission, 
Granby, Conn., January 1960. 
Committee a1td Other Activities: Completed requirements for Ph.D. degree at Prince-
ton University, to be awarded 6/ 14/ 60. Title of Dissertation: The Use and Control of 
Public Anthorities in American State and Local Government. Met several times during 
the year with representatives of two other Hartford area colleges, and with the City 
Manager of Hartford, and others, to work on proposals for dealing with Hartford metro-
politan area problems. 
Meetings: Annual Conference of Lay Readers, Diocese of Connecticut, Sounthington, 
Conn., April 1960. 
H I s T 0 R y (DR. D. G. BRINTON THOMPSON) 
The Department enjoyed its usual heavy course registration and its numerou major . 
The annual Mead Lecture was given in the well-filled Chemistry Auditorium by 
Professor Lawrence Henry Gipson one of the nation's foremost authorities on Colonial 
History. We welcomed the challenge of the new curriculum, and made some immediate 
changes in offerings, but kept part of its contemplated revisions in abeyance until the 
new plan is put into operation. 
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Three members of the Department attended the American Historical Association 
meeting in Chicago and heard Allan Nevins' (Trinity Hon. 1948) address as newly 
inaugurated President of the Association. 
Practically all the members of the History faculty are working on books, mostly with 
publication already arranged. Dr. Weaver, with the blessings and cooperation of the 
administration, has started a much needed history of Trinity. Dr. Downs' Medieval 
Documents is being used in all the Ivy League Colleges and many others. Dr. Black 
spent part of his sabbatical thi fall in England gathering material for a life of John 
Winthrop Jr. Dr. Cooper, as all were witness, carried out his duties at the Convocation 
with great skill. His sweeping election to the Hartford Board of Education was a 
source of pleasure to us all. We welcomed Dr. Allan Cassels to our staff as instructor. 
specializing in European history. 
On practically all the important faculty committees, members of the Department 
played an important role. 
D. G. BRINTON THoMPSON-Publications and Reviews: Review of "David Lloyd," 
R. N. Lokken, for Hartford Courant. 
Public Lectu-res, et c.: " The Republican Party-Its History and Traditions," Women's 
Republican Club, Bloomfield, Nov. 1959; Lincoln Day Dinner, Windsor Locks, Feb. 
1960; Republican Women's Club, Manchester, May 1960; Sermon, Trinity Chapel, April 
1960; Panel Discussion-U-2 Incident, WRTC, Trinity, May 1960; Talk, Alumni 
Luncheon, Hartford, June 1960. 
Committee and Other A ctivities: Junior Warden-St. Saviour's Church, Bar Harbor; 
Trustee, Stowe, Beecher, Hooker, Seymour, Day, Foundation; Publication Committee, 
Connecticut Historical Society; Board of Governors, Descendants of the Founders of 
Hartford. 
Meetings: American Historical Association, Chicago, Dec. 1959. 
GEORGE B. CooPER- Publications and Reviews: Review of Whitworth, Field 
Marshal Lord Ligonier: The British Army, 1702- 1770 in American Historical Review, 
Jan. 1960, pp. 413 -414; Review of Life of Columbus by Ferdinand Colttmbm in 
Barbieri Courier, Nov. 1959; Drama reviews in Taos (N.M.) N ews, summer 1959. 
Public Leclttres, et c.: Alumni seminar lecture. 1959; fifteen lectures on international 
Jffair , education, before following groups since September 19 59 : Serra Club (Torring-
ton), County Dental Society (Hartford); Rotary Club (Thomaston); Civitan Club 
(Hartford); St. James' Church (Manchester); Gee-Together Club (Hartford); Women's 
Club (Meriden); St. Jo eph College; Hartford Courant Youth Forum; three Kiwanis 
Clubs in Greater Hartford; P.T.A. , Moderator, Auerbach Foundation Women' Service 
Bureau, four meetings on Africa; numerous speeches as a result of membership on 
Hartford Board of Education; commencement speech high school at Lebanon; speech 
Wethersfield State Prison; Courant Recreation Program Banquet. 
Committee and Other A cti vities: Elected co Hartford Board of Education, Nov. 
1959; Member, Congressional Action Committee of Chamber of Commerce; Selection 
Committee White House Conference on Youth; Board of Advisors of St. Joseph College; 
acional Guard Essay Committee; Mayor's Civil War Centennial Commission; Chairman, 
Governor's Bi-Parcison Committee on Redistricting State Senate of Connecticut; Pub-
lications Committee, Conference on Briti h Studies; Outside Examiner, Swarthmore 
College. 
Meetiugs: Conference on British Studies, meetings in fall and spring at N.Y.U.; 
International Historical Conference, Stockholm, August 1960. 
EUGENE Wooo DAVI -Publications and Reviews: " Hannibal's Roman Campaign of 
211 B.C.," The Phoenix (The Journal of the Class ical Assoc. of Canada), Vol. 13 
(1959), 3 pp. 113 - 120. 
Meetings: American Philological Association, American lnsti tu te of Archaeology 
(joint meeting of both groups), New York, December 1959. 
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RoBT. CLIFFORD BLACK III-Pttblicatious and Reviews: "Railroads for the Con-
federacy" for. Civil War History, June 1960; Two book reviews in American Historical 
Review and Inter-America. 
Honors, Grants, etc.: Sabbatical Leave granted, Christmas Term, 19 5 9-60. Period 
devoted to research (partly in Great Britain) into the career of John Winthrop, Jr., 
17th Century Connecticut governor. 
Public Lectures, etc.: "The Rise of the Common Man," Conard High School, West 
Hartford, Conn., Feb., 1960. 
Committee aud Other Activities: Member and Treasurer, First District Republican 
Committee, West Hartford, Conn.; Vestryman, St. John's Episcopal Church, West Hart-
ford, Conn. 
Meetings: American Historical Association, Annual Meeting, Chicago, Ill., Dec. 
1959; Canadian Historical Asso., Annual Meeting, Kingston, Ont., June 1960. 
NoRToN DowNs-Publications and Reviews: Several reviews in Hartford Courant; 
"Basic Documents in Medieval History," D. Van Nostrand, April 1959. 
Public Leci1J.!es, etc.: Four lectures on Medieval England, Trinity Church, Hartford; 
Two radio programs for WR TC-FM. 
Committee and Other Activities: Vestryman, Trinity Episcopal Church of Hartford; 
Consuhant, Service Center for Teachers of History (American Historical Association); 
Member, American Commission of the International Committee for Advanced Studies 
for the Mediterranean and Near East. 
PHILIP C. F. BANKWITz-Publications and Reviews: Maxime Weygand and the 
Fall of France: a study in military-civil relations, Journal of Modern History, Vol. 
XXXI, No. 3, (Sept. 1959), pp. 225-42; The relationship between civil and military 
authorities in France, American Philosophical Society Yearbook, 1959, pp. 336-40. 
Public Lectures, etc.: Talk on Prof. Denis W. Brogan, Station WRTC-FM, Apr. 
8, 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Director, Foreign Policy Association of Greater 
Hartford. 
Meetings: American Historical Assn., Chicago, Ill., Dec. 1959. 
GLENN WEAVER-Publicatious aud Reviews: "Jonathan Trumbull and the Nan-
tucket Trade," Historic Nantucket, VII (January 1960), 20-27; "Let's Write the College 
History," Trinity College Alttmni Magazine, I (March 1960), 5; "The Two Hundredth 
Anniversary of the Birth of Jonathan Trumbull," Connecticut Histqrical Society 
Bulletin, XXV (April 1960), 32-3 5; "Jonathan Trumbull's Birthday," Connecticut 
League of Historical Societies Bulletin, Spring Number (April 1960), 3-4. 
Public Leci1tres, etc.: Trinity Episcopal Church, Portland, Connecticut, November 
29, 1959. 
Committee a1~d Other Activities: Library Committee, Connecticut Historical Society. 
PHILIP KINTER-Public Lectures, etc.: "The Renaissance," Conard High School, 
West Htfd., Nov. 1959. 
M A T H E M A T I C S (DR. HAROLD L. DoRWART) 
For the third successive year the top Trinity major in mathematics will enter the 
Yale Graduate School. Donald L. Plank '60 has been awarded a National Science Founda-
tion Fellowship for study at Yale. George A. Anderson '59 will hold a departmental 
fellowship there next year, and David A. Smith '58 has received a renewal of his 
National Science Foundation Cooperative Fellowship at Yale. 
On April 7, 1960, Professor David Gale of Brown University-A Visiting Mathema-
tician of the Mathematical Association of America-gave a lecture "What is Game 
Theory?" to a large and enthusiastic audience of Trinity undergraduate students. 
Assistant Professors Hoffman, Stewart and Whittlesey have received well-merited 
promotions to associate professorships. 
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WALTER J. KLIMCZAK-Honors, Grants, etc.: National Science Foundation Grant 
for research project entitled "The Domain of Absolute Convergence of Series of Eigen-
functions of a Second Order Differential Operator." 
Public Lectures, etc.: English and American Folk Ballards, St. Thomas Seminary, 
Bloomfield, Conn., October 1959; The Meaning of Mathematics (Inaugural Address), 
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., April 1960. 
Meetings: Mathematics Colloquium Lecture at Wesleyan University, Middletown, 
Conn., February 1960. 
STEPHEN HoFFMAN-Publications and Reviews: Two reviews in "Mathematical 
Reviews"; Four translations in "American Mathematical Society: Russian Translations." 
Public Lect1tres, etc.: "Infinite Numbers," Norwich Free Academy, Norwich, 
Connecticut, Mar. 1960. 
Meetiugs: American Mathematical Society, Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 1959; Mathemati-
cal Association of Amer., Boston, Mass., Nov. 1959; Conn. Valley Math. Colloq., Spring-
field, Mass., Dec. 1959; American Math. Soc.-Math. Assoc. of Amer., Chicago, Ill., 
Jan. 1960. 
E. F. WmTTLESEY-Publications and Reviews: "The Euler Characteristic of a 
Finite 2-Complex," Notices American Mathematical Society, Vol. 6 #5, Oct. 1959, p. 
540; "The Fundamental Group and Homology Groups of a Class of 2-Complexes," 
Notices American Mathematical Society, Vol 6 #6, Nov. 1959, pp. 626-627; "The 
Kornsberg Theorem in Two Dimensions, I, Notices American Mathematical Society, Vol. 
6 #6, Nov. 1959, pp. 626-627; "The Kornsberg Theorem in Two Dimensions, II, 
closed 2-paths," Notices American Mathematical Society, Vol. 6 #6, Nov. 1959, pp. 
626-627. 
Public Lectures, etc.: The preceding public,ltions were presented as lectures, Cam-
bridge, Mass., Oct. 1959. 
Honors, Grants, etc.: Danforth Foundation Summer Study Grant. 
Meetings: American Mathematical Society, Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 1959; Math-
ematical Association of America, Boston, Mass., Nov. 1959. 
MARIO JosEPH PoLIFERNo-Meetings: Association for Symbolic Logic, New York, 
N.Y., December, 1959. 
MARJORIE V. BUTCHER-Publications and Reviews: Book Review: Mathematics of 
Investments, by P. R. Rider and C. H. Fischer (Rinehart and Co., New York, 1951, 4th 
printing, 1958, pp. xi-359) in Transactions, Society of Actu11ries, XI (1959), pp. 302-304. 
Committee and Other Activities: First Methodist Church, Hartford: vice president, 
Business and Professional Women's Club, member Official Board, member Religious Edu-
cation Commission; United Church Women of Greater Hartford: vice chairman, 
Evening Division. 
Meetings: Society of Actuaries, White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, November, 
1959; Hartford Actuaries' Club, West Hartford, Conn., September 1959, March 1960. 
M us I c (PROFESSOR CLARENCE E. WATTERS) 
The impact of the Music Department of a college upon the campus and upon the 
student body is produced mainly by those activities so often considered "extracurricular," 
through recitals and other concerts by the music faculty, through concerts and services 
by student organizations. Indeed, music c:mnot be said to exist in the College without 
these activities that delight and edify the listener, that are so important in the appreciation 
of the art of Music. In the cason just past a number of public performances are 
worthy of review. 
Early in December Daniel Pinkham and the Professor of Music presented as the 
inaugural concert of the Rieger organ a program of Baroque music in the Chapel with 
organ and harpsichord in concert and in solo. Many recordings of the concert were 
obtained by students who attended. 
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The annual Service of Lessons and Carols by the Cantores Sancti ag-ain drew a 
congregation that overtaxed the Chapel. A public address system set up in the Crypt 
Chapel averted the turning away of the large group of guests who could not find seats 
or standing room in the main Chapel. This service was established as the annual Alumni 
Service. Its importance becomes greater each year. 
The off-campus activities activities of the Cantores Sancti were this year expanded. 
Services of English Renaissance Church Music were sung at St. James' Church on Zion 
Street, at St. Paul's Church in Wallingford, at Christ Church in West Haven. The 
great event for this group was the National Christian College Day service in New York 
at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine. At the morning service Dr. Jacobs was the 
preacher, and the Cantores Sancti the choir in a long and difficult service. 
After years of training under our outstanding Bandmaster, Mr. Greene, Trinity's 
Band has attained an excellence not common in colleges of our size. The band concert in 
the Auditorium marks a fine future for this group. 
The Glee Club, directed by Dr. Barber, continues to advance each year. The out-
standing event of the year, a truly notable event, was the performance in the Chapel 
of Honegger's King Da·vid with the Glee Club of Mount Holyoke College. 
As part of the Connecticut College Handel Festival, a performance of L' Allegro was 
presented by the Glee Clubs of Connecticut and Trinity. 
In its Spring Tour, the Glee Club traveled to Greenport, L. I., Hackettstown, N. J. , 
Philadelphia and Williamsport in Pennsylvania. A concert at Colby Junior College 
concluded the travels of the Club. 
The Chapel Choir continues to provide for Chapel services a program of liturgical 
music that is known favorably in the community and in college circles throughout the 
East. At Christmas it joined the Christmas Choir of the Prospect Hill School of New 
Haven for the annual Christmas Vespers, and on the Sunday before Lent, with the 
choir of the Ethel Walker School, sang the annual Lenten Vespers. 
Dr. Barber's interest in campus music provided his Handel lecture and exhibit in 
the Library, the lecture "Music and the Renaissance" by Marchese Alberto Salimbeni in 
collaboration by Trinity students, song recitals by James Flannery and Dr. Alfons Krenn. 
Again we are indebted to the men of WR TC-FM for their interest and great help 
in making music live at Trinity. · 
CLARENCE E. WATTERs-Public Lectures, et c.: Inaugural concert of the Rieger 
organ: Daniel Pinkham and Clarence Watters, Trin. Coll. Chapel, Dec. ' 59; The Chapel 
Choir with the Christmas Choir of the Prospect Hill School in Christmas Vespers, Trio. 
Col!. Chapel, Dec. '59; The Canto res Sancti: Lessons & Carols, T rin. Coli. Chapel, Dec. 
' 59; Service of music by Thomas Tallis, St. James' Church, Hartford, Mar. ' 60; Service 
oi music by Thomas Tallis, St. Paul's Church, Wallingford, Jan. ' 60; National Christian 
College Day, New York City, Apr ' 60; Service of English Church Music for the 
Hartford Chapter of the American Guild of Organists, Trin. Col!. Chapel, May '60; 
Soloist for the Regional Convention of the American Guild of Organists at Woolsey 
Hall, Yale University, New Haven, Conn., June ' 59. 
CLARENCE H. BARBER-Pnblic Lectttres, et c .: Four lectures on Music in the 
Renaissance, Baroque, Classical & Modern periods in the Loomis humanities course; 
Director of the Glee Club. 
Committee and Other A ctiv ities: Furnished the Harvard Glee Club and Radcliffe 
Choral Society with materials for their performance of the Charpentier M esse d e M in.uit . 
Meetings: Attended three meetings of the New England Chapter of the American 
Musicological Society and the National Convention in Chicago; attended two executive 
board meetings of the College Music Society in N.Y.C. and the National Convention 
in Chicago. 
p H I L 0 s 0 p H y (DR. BLANCHARD w. MEANS) 
This academic year, in addition to providing competent instruction in philosophy, 
the Department engaged in certain intellectual activities directed toward an improved 
position for philosophic study in the College. In an effort to cooperate with the implied 
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principles of the proposed New Curriculum, we revised the entire schedule and content 
of our courses, primarily to provide an enhanced program of study in the third and 
fourth years. This revised schedule of courses was approved by the Curriculum Commit-
tee and passed by the Faculty in May. 
We were also concerned for the more specific relations of philosophy to the 
College curriculum a a whole. Thu , objectively convinced as we are of the singular 
importance of philosophy in a genuinely liberal education, we attempted to convince the 
Curriculum Committee that philosophy be included as a required course in Trinity Col-
lege and we originated certain pr.tctical proposals for doing so within the given structure 
of the New Curriculum. In thi attempt, however, we were unsuccessful. 
BLANCHARD W. MEANs-Public Lectures, etc.: Greek Philosophy-2 Lectures, 
Loomis chool, Windsor, October 1959; Modern Philosophy-3 Lectures, Loomis School, 
Windsor, April 1960. 
Commiltee and Other Activities: Secretary of the Board and member of the Hartt 
Musical Foundation of the University of Hartford; Prudential Committee of the 
Brookfield Congregational Church, Mass., the Council of the Founders of Hartford. 
Meetings: American Philosophical Assoc. (Eastern Division), New York City, New 
York, Dec. 1959; Connecticut Valley Philosophical Association, New Haven, Conn., 
Nov. 1959. 
MYRO GEORGE ANDERSON-Publications and Revie-ws: Several abstracts of books 
for The Bibliography of Philosophy, 1960; " orne Reflections on Anarchism," Freedom, 
Vol. 20, No. 44, October 1959. 
Public Lectures, etc.: Debate on Loyalty Oath and Affidavit, Hartford, Conn., Feb-
ruary 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: American Civil Liberties Union. 
Meetings: American Philosophical Association (Eastern Division), New York, N. Y., 
December 1959; Connecticut Valley Philosophy Association, New Haven, Conn., 
November 19 59. 
FREDERICK M. SToUTLAND-Publications and Reviews: Abstracts of several phil-
osophical books, Bibliography of Philosophy, Vol. VI; Review of Lin Yutang's From 
Paga1J to Christian, Hartford Courant Magazine, Jan. 1960. 
Honors, Grants, etc.: Danforth Faculty Summer Study Grant for summer of 1960. 
Public Lectures, etc.: "Philosophical Aspects of the Judaeo-Christian Tradition," 
Conard High School, West Hartford, Conn. (Conard Humanities Lecture Series), 
October 1959. 
Committee and Other Activities: Christian Education Committee, St. Paul's Lutheran 
Church, Wethersfield, Conn. 
Meetings: American Philosophical Association, (Eastern Division), New York, 
. Y., December 1959; Association for ymbolic Logic, New York, N. Y., December 
1959; Connecticut Philosophy A sociation, New Haven, Conn., November 1959; Dan-
forth Teaching Fellows Conference, Wittenberg, Ohio, August 1960. 
PH Y S I CAL E D U CAT I 0 N (PRoFESSOR RAY Oo TING) 
Intercollegiate Athletics 
The over-all varsity and freshmen records in intercollegiate sports for the year 
1959-60 show the varsity teams winning in 52 contests while losing 3 5, with 2 ties, 
for 59.1 %, the best record in four years. The freshman teams, not to be outdone, won 
61.3% of their contests, the best record in six years. 
The football team won 6 games, lost 1 and tied 1. Victories were scored over 
Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan, Coast Guard, Colby and Alfred. Roger LeClerc was 
elected as center on the fir t team Little All-American. 
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The soccer squad won 8 of 9 games and was ranked third in the 2 5 -team New 
England Intercollegiate Soccer League. Alex Guild was given a most unusual honor, being 
the only undergraduate college player in the country to be selected for the United States 
Olympic Soccer Team. 
The varsity basketball team enjoyed its best season since 19 50 with a fine 14-4 record. 
The swimming record fell below the .500 mark with a 4-6 season. However, Robert 
Morgan set new college records in the 220 and 440 freestyle events. 
The track team rates as one of the best ever to represent Trinity College, with 6 
victories again~t 1 defeat. It marked the first time in many years the cinder men have 
been able to beat ·'Wesleyan. They also defeated Amherst, a relatively new track opponent, 
for the first time. Robert Langen set new college records in both the 440 and 880 
yard runs. William deColigny, the current discus record holder, improved his own 
college shot put record. Mark Smith, a sophomore, shows great promise and may develop 
into the best sprinter in the history of track at Trinity. The freshman track team 
enjoyed its second successive undefeated season. 
The baseball team, made up largely of sophomores, won 5, lost 6 and tied 1, 
with 2 Commencement Weekend ball games with Wesleyan remaining to be played. 
The Athletic Advisory Council has voted to put all varsity sports on the same 
basis beginning in the fall of 1960, thus eliminating the major and minor sport 
designation. The Council also voted to recognize lacrosse because of student interest 
in this fast growing sport. 
Intramural Athletics 
Approximately 47 5 students participated in one or more actiVIties of the eleven 
sport intramural program. Enthusiasm continued to run high throughout the season as 
Alpha Delta Phi, winner of the Alumni Trophy, scored a record 726 points in the 
all-year program. Alpha Chi Rho was second with 686 points. 
Physical Education 
Skills, knowledge and interest in sports having a lifetime carry-over value were 
stressed in the two-year required physical education program. The Department continued 
to emphasize activities which develop fitness in this second year of President Eisenhower's 
National Program of Physical Fitnes_s. 
RAY OosTING-Committee and Other Activities: National Basketball Rules Com-
mittee of the U.S. and Canada; Chairman, International Relations Committee--Basketball; 
Vice-Chairman, Committee on Eligibility of the Eastern College Athletic Conference; 
Tournament Selection Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.; Executive 
Committee of the New England College Athletic Conference. 
Meetings: National Collegiate Athletic Assn.:_, New York., N. Y., Jan. 1960; New 
England College Athletic Conference, Boston, Mass., Dec. 19 59; Eastern College Athletic 
Conference, New York, N. Y., Dec. 1959; National Basketball Rules Committee of U.S. 
and Canada, San Francisco, Cal., March 1960. 
DANIEL E. JEsSEE-Honors, Grants, etc.: Elected Trustee of National Football 
Coaches Assn. 
Committee and Other Activities: National Football Coaches Assn. Rules Committee. 
Meetings: National <;::ollegiate Athletic Assn., New York, N. Y., Jan. 1960; National 
Football Coaches Assn. Meeting, New York, N. Y., Jan 1960. 
KARL KuRTH, JR.-Honors, Grants, etc: Outstanding Alumnus Award-Springfield 
College Club of Hartford. 
Public Lectures, etc: Addresses at various high school sports banquets; St. John's 
Episcopal Church Advent Corporate Communion Address, East Hartford, Conn., Novem-
ber, 1959. 
Committee and Other Activities: Secretary-Treasurer, Eastern Intercollegiate Athletic 
Assn.; Director of Recreation, Town of Bloomfield (Connecticut). 
Meetings: National Assn. of Football Coaches Meeting, New York, N. Y., Jan. 1960. 
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RoY A. DATH-Public Lectures, l'tc.: New Haven High School Awards Night, New 
Haven, Conn., Feb. 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: N.C.A.A. Play-off Committee (Soccer); Secretary-
Treasurer, Intercollegiate occer Football Assn. of America; Executive Committee, Inter-
collegiate occer Football Assn. of America; Development Committee, Intercollegiate 
occer Football Assn. of America; Olympic Soccer Committee; Pan-American Selection 
Committee; All-American Selection Committee. 
Meetings: New England Soccer League, Springfield, Mass., Sept. 1959; New England 
occer League, Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 1959; New England Referees Assn., Worcester, 
Mass., Dec. 1959; National Soccer Coaches Assn., New York., N. Y, Jan. 1960; Inter-
collegiate Soccer Football Assn., New York, N. Y., Jan. 1960; National Inter-
collegiate Squash Assn., Amherst, Mass., March, 1960; New England Intercollegiate Tennis 
Assn., New Haven, Conn., May 1960. 
CHARLE jAY McWILLIAMs-Public Lectures, etc.: Avon High School Basketball 
Banquet, Avon, Conn., March 1960; Central Conn. Basketball Officials Banquet, Berlin, 
Conn., April 1960; Holy Name Society, St. Augustine's Church, Sports Night, Hartford, 
Conn., May 1960; Bloomfield High School Annual Sports Banquet, Bloomfield, Conn., 
June 1960. 
Committee a11d Other Activities: Manager, Red Oak Hill Swim Club, Farmington, 
Conn. 
Meetings: ew England Basketball Coaches Assn., Waltham, Mass., March 1960; 
1 ational Assn. of Football Coaches Meeting, New York, N. Y., Dec. 1959. 
RoBERT D. SLAUGHTER--Committee aud Other Activities: Pool Director, Sycamore 
Hill Swim Club, Avon, Conn.-July & Aug., 1959. 
Meeti1rgs: ew England College Swimming Assn., Amherst, Mass., March 1960; 
Eastern Athletic Trainers Assn., Philadelphia, Pa., Jan 1960. 
CHE TER H. McPHEE--Commitlee aud Other Activities: Aquatics Director, Pine 
Acres, Inc., Wethersfield, Conn.; Chairman, Lacro se Committee, New England College 
Athletic Conference. 
Meeti11gs: New England Intercollegiate Lacrosse Assn., Worcester, Mass., Jan. 1960; 
ew England College Coaches Assn., Amher t, Mass., March 1960. 
RoBERT E. SHULTs-Commilfl'e and Other Activities: Club Manager, Suburban 
wim and Racquet Club, Bloomfield, Conn. 
PHYSICS (DR. F. WooDBRIDGE CoNsTA T) 
Professor Kingsbury was on sabbatical leave during the Trinity Term, but we had 
the additional assistance of Mr. Richard E. Mile of the class of 19 59 (with major in 
Physics). 
Professor Kingsbury completed his writing of the text which we use in our Physics 
121-2 and 221-2 courses. The book is prepared by our Central Services, thus saving 
considerable expense to our tudent and giving them a text that, more nearly than any 
other, fits the aims of our two-year fundamental course. · 
Mr. Miles completed an inventory of all of our equipment and prepared a card 
index of the items. In all, Mr. Miles was a most helpful and congenial addition to the 
department. While we shall miss him next year, we realize he goes on to a fine position 
with R.C.A. 
Professor Lindsay's grant by the National Science Foundation was renewed for 
another three years. 
Professor Trousdale continued to work part-time in the Research Department of 
the United Aircraft Company. 
One of the eniors majoring in Physic, Mr. Y. Y. Yam wa awarded the Mary 
Terry Fellowship from Trinity and a scholarship by the University of California at 
Berkeley, where he will work toward his Ph.D. in Physics. 
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F. WooDBRIDGE Co STANT-Public Lectures, etc.: "The ature, Method and 
Philosophy of Phy ical cience," ufiield cademy, Feb. 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Director of the Trinity-Loomi ummer cience 
Center; Lecturer at the American Meteorological oc. ummer Science Center; Visiting 
Scientist to the Gunnery School, April 1960; Judge at cience Fair. 
Meetings: Amer. Physical Society, New York, . Y., Jan. 1960; Amer. A ociation 
of Physics Teachers, ew York, . Y., Jan 1960. 
RoBERT F. Kr G BURY-Committee and Other Activitie : Chairman, Charter and 
Consolidation Commission. Town of Vernon, Conn.; Chairman, American Physical 
ociety, New England ection. 
Meetings: Amer. Physical ociety, ew England ection, Natick, Ma . Ocr. 
1959; American Physical Society, New York, N. Y., Jan. 1960; American Physical o-
ciety, New England ection, Worcester, Ma ., April 1960. 
RoBERT LINDSAY-Publication and R eviews: High Temperature Magnetic Suscepti-
bility of a-MnS (with J. J. Banewicz and R. F. Heidelberg), Physical Review Vol. 117 
pp. 736-738 (Feb. 1, 1960). 
Honors, Grants, etc: Renewal of NSF Grant for "Magnetization Studie of Anti-
ferromagnetic Substances." 
Public Lectures, etc.: "Problem of pace Travel," Trinity College Alumni of ew 
Britain, Oct. 1959; "Recent Developments in pace Exploration," WRTC-FM, In ight 
Program, April 1960; "Alumni Seminar on cience in econdary School," Trinity 
College, June 1960. 
Meetings: Fifth Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, Detroit, 
Michigan, Nov. 1959; American Physical Society, Washington, D. C., April 1960. 
p s y c H 0 L 0 G y (DR. M. CURTI LA GHORN ) 
The departmental taff has spent the major portion of the year restudying and 
revising its curriculum and departmental major program. The major wa reduced to 
four courses with an honors research program being added. 
The department feels itself fortunate in being able to fill out it staff complement 
with the addition of Dr. Austin C. Herschberger who will begin work eptember 1960. 
Dr. Herschberger, who holds the Ph.D. degree from rhe University of Illinoi , comes to 
Trinity after a very successful four-year term at Kenyon College. The department granted 
a year's leave of ab ence for 1960-61 to Dr. Robert Meade to make possible a trip-
around-the-world-in-a-jeep for him. Dr. Richard A. Nolan of the University of 
Connecticut will serve. as a one-year replacement for Dr. Meade. 
The Department received valuable instructional service on a part-time basis from 
Or. Robert E. CorrciJ of the Hartford Ho pita! and of Mr. Timothy Brock, a doctoral 
student in the Department of P ychology at Yale University. 
Four graduating seniors will enter graduate work in p ychology next year in the 
Graduate School of Johns Hopkins Univer ity, Indiana Univer ity, The Univer ity of 
Washington (Seattle), and Southern Illinoi University. 
The Psi Club (honorary psychological society) and the Psychology Club have been 
active in spon oring speaker on topics of p ychological ignificance and interest. 
M. CuRTIS LA GHORNE-Publications an.! Reviews: Monthly article, "P ychology 
•n the States" (with E. L. Hoch), The American Psychologist, Sept. 59, Mar. 60. 
Public Lectures, etc.: "What College tudent Want in a Hu band," Conn. College, 
New London, Dec. 1959; "Growing Old Gracefully," Hartford Rotary, Oct. 1959; 
"Punishment at Home and in the School," Mark-Twain PTA, Hartford, Feb. 1960; 
"What Men Live By," District Rotary, Torrington, March; "The Face in the Mirror" 
Methodist Youth Fellowship, First Met h. Church, Hartford; "The Roles of P ychological 
Associations," Presidential Address, outheastern Psychological A soc., Atlanta, Ga., 
March 1960; Problems of tate Psychological As ociation, t. Loui, Mo., April 1960; 
A Proposed New England Psychological A soc., New York April 1960. 
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Committee and Other A ctivities: Chairman, Board of Professional Affairs of American 
Psychological Association meetings in Washington, D. C., Nov., 1959, May 1960; President 
outheastern Psychological Assoc., meeting Atlanta, Ga., March 1960; Conference on 
Procedures of State Examining Boards in Psychology, Chicago, Nov. 1959. 
Meetings: American Psychological Assoc. Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 1959; Board of 
Professional Affairs, Washington, D. C ., Nov. 59, May 60; Southeastern Psychological 
As oc., Atlanta, Ga, March; Eastern Psychological Assoc., ew York, April; Midwestern 
Psychological Assoc. St. Louis, Mo. , April. 
0. W. LA Y-Commilt ee and Other A ctivities: Membership Committee, Connecticut 
tate Psychological Association. 
Meetings: Eastern Psychological Assoc., New York, April 1960; Connecticut Valley 
Psychological Assoc., Hartford , Feb. 1960; Ohio State Psychological Assoc., Columbus, 
0., April 1960., National Assoc. Student Personnel Administrators, Columbus, 0., April 
1960. 
DR. RoBERT D. MEADE-Publications and R eviews: "Time Estimates as affected by 
motivational level, goal distance & rate of progress," f. exp. Psychol., 1959, 58 275-279; 
"Time perception as affected by need tension," f. of Psychol., 1960, 49, 249-2 53; "Goal 
attractiveness as affected by probability of attainment " (with Martha Peterson), Psycho!. 
Reports, 1960, 6, 235-238; "Locomotor gradients in the activity wheel," (with Phil 
Iewman) , f. camp & physiol. Psycho!, June 1960; "Time estimates as affected by need 
tension and rate of progress," f. of Psychology, June 1960; "Glimpses of Soviet Life," 
(series of 5 articles), The Hartford Courant, December 1959 and January 1960. 
H0110rs , Grants, et c.: Grant from National Institute of Mental Health. 
Public Let;tures, et c.: "Theoretical and experimental considerations of time per-
ception," Trinity Faculty Sem., Feb. 1960, UConn Grad. Psych. Sem., May, 1960; "Time 
on their hands," Amer Assoc. of Bank Women, Hartford, April 1960, Hartford Assoc. 
of Credit Women, Hartford, May 1960; "Our Soviet Neighbors," Martin-Kellogg School, 
Newington, Feb. 18, 1960, St. Johns Church, West Hartford, March 9, 1960, College 
Club Bristol , March 14, 1960; "Theoretical & Exper. Considerations of Time Perception," 
McGill Univ., June 15, 1960; "Our Soviet Neighbors," PTA, Kensington, March 17, 
1960; Civitan Club, Simsbury, April 6, 1960; International Relations Club, East Hart-
ford, April 11, 1960; Methodist Men's Club, Rocky Hill, May 10, 1960; Rotary Club, 
Thomaston, May 19, 1960; Jean Colbert program, WTIC radio, April 23, 1960; What's 
Your Opinion, WTIC radio, May 2 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Program Chairman Conn. Valley Assoc. of Psy-
chologists; Editorial Consultant, Canadian Journal of Psychology. 
Mee fi11gs: Eastern Psycho! Assoc., New York, April 1960; Conn. Valley Assoc. of 
Psychologists, Hartford, Oct. & Dec. 1959. 
R ELI G I 0 N (DR. EDMOND LAB. CHERBONNIER) 
The Department of Relig ion has been strengthened in several ways in the past 
year. First, the appointment of Dr. Johnson has added balance and depth to the staff. 
During the course of the year, Dr. Johnson received his doctorate from Columbia, to 
add to his grad.uate degrees from Drew and from the University of Lund. 
One new course was introduced this year, and two more have been approved for 
next year, which should provide a more comprehensive treatment of historic and con-
temporary religious thought. Taught by Dr. Johnson, they deal, respectively, with the 
Reformation, modern religious thinkers, and religious existentialism. 
In addition, in keeping with the recommendation of the proposed new curriculum, 
we shall introduce next year a research course, in which the qualified student, under 
the supervision of his departmental adviser, will write a thesis of approximately I 00 
pages. This course will be open only to the ablest seniors. 
The year 1959-60 has been the first in which students could choose religion as a 
major field of concentration. Of ten such majors in the two upper classes, only two 
plan to do graduate work in the field. This percentage reflects the Department's policy 
to discourage pre-theological students from specializing too soon . It is a source of 
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satisfaction that a similar ratio applies to students taking religion courses in general. Only 
a small minority enroll for reasons that could be considered "professional." 
Last, and probably least, but still a matter of relief to the Department, was the 
abolition of Chapel credit for courses in Religion. Taken in conjunction with the 
revised college worship requirement, this action has been welcomed by faculty and 
students as a healthy one, both for the Department and for the College. 
E. LAB. CHERBONNIER-Pnblications and Reviews: Review of Friedrich Gogarten's 
"The Reality of Faith," Anglica1~ Theological Revi((w, September 1960; "Hay Una 
Metafisica Biblica?" Cuadernos Theologicos (Buenos Aires), November 1959. 
Public Lectures, etc.: "The Impact of Biblical Thought upon the Intellectual Life of 
the West," Hartford-address to the Connecticut Society of Faculty Episcopalians, 
October 1959. 
Committee and Other Activities: Member of three-man committee of the National 
Council on Religion in Higher Education invited to survey the religious program at Skid-
more College; Member of Examining committee which awarded the Canterbury Scholar-
ship at Hobart College. 
Meetings: Presented paper to Society of Biblical Theologians entitled "Some Logical 
Implications of Biblical Anthropomorphism," New York City, November 1960, Society 
of Biblical Theologians, New York City, April 1960. 
THEODOR MARCUS MAUCH-Pttblications and Revie1vs: "Paths of Man's Destiny 
Traversed at Convocation: Hope Tied to Four Realms of Progress," Review Article in 
The Hartford Times, April 16, 1960; "The Thought of Reinhold Niebuhr," by Gordon 
H:trland, Reviewed in The Hartford Courant, May 1960. 
Public Lecture·rs, etc.: "Contemporary Implications of Faith in the Creator," Wes-
leyan University, Nov. 1960; "The Pursuit of Excellence," National Honor Society In-
duction at William Hall High School, West Hartford, March 1960; "Convocation Pre-
view: Dr. Malik," Trinity Radio, April 1960. 
Committee and Other Activities: Treasurer, The Society of Biblical Theologians. 
' Meetings: Society of Biblical Theologians, New York, November 1959, April 1960; 
at the November meeting read a paper, "The Term 'Creation' in Biblical Faith"; "From 
Magic to Meaning," Keynote Address at the Middle Atlantic Northfield Conference, 
Westtown, Pa., June 1960; Leader of a seminar on "How to Teach Courses in the 
Bible" at the Fifth Biennial Conference on Teaching Religion to Undergraduates, spon-
sored by The National Council on Religion in Higher Education and the Danforth Foun-
dation, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa., June 1960. 
WILLIAM ALEXANDER joHN ON-Honors, G·rants, etc.: Awarding of the Ph.D. 
degree from Columbia University. 
Public Lectures, etc.: Talk on Bishop Hans Lilje (Trinity Radio), Hartford, Conn., 
April '60. 
Committee and Other Acth·i.ties: Director of Religion in Life series, Hartford, Conn. 
Meetings: Week of Work of the National Council on Religion in Higher Education, 
Princeton, N. J., August '59; Danforth Con£. for Teachers of Religion, Lancaster, Pa., 
June, 60; National Assoc. of Biblical Instructors, New York, N. Y., Dec., '59; American 
Phil. Assoc., New York, N. Y, Dec. '59. 
R 0 MANCE LANGUAGES (DR. Lours H. NAYLOR) 
It is my very pleasant duty and privilege to submit to you my report on the activi-
ties of the Department of Romance Languages for the academic year 1959-60. This 
will be the last occasion on which I shall report as Chairman of the Department of 
Romance Languages by reason of the recent merger of our Department with the De-
partment of German to re-create after a lapse of thirty-seven year , the Department of 
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1odern Languages. The Dean in his capacity as Professor of Modern Languages and I 
are now Co-Chairmen of the Department of Modern Languages. Among the several 
very valid reasons for the merger was the desire to include Russian in a department 
where it rightfully belongs, and not to list it independently of any department at all, 
or erroneously to announce Russian courses in the Catalogue under the aegis of the 
Department of Romance Languages. 
Russian is now properly included in a department where it rightfully belongs. 
The Department of Romance Languages was host on May 7, 1960, to the spring 
meeting of the Connecticut Chapter of the American As ociation of Teachers of 
French a~d the Connecticut Chapter of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese. Each of 
the e two organizations is to be congratulated on its choice of speakers: in the French 
section Professor Ferdinand Marty of Wellesley College and in the Spanish section Pro-
fessor Del Olmo of Yale University gave most stimulating and well organized talks on 
the latest trends in language laboratory technique. 
The lectures on French and Spanish literature were delivered, respectively, by Mr. 
Martin of the Yale Graduate School and by Professor Eugenio Florit of Columbia. 
Beginning with the Christmas Term 1960, Mr. Albert Gastmann will be teaching 
courses in German instead of Spanish. Mr. Andrew P. Debicki and Mr. Edward B. 
Williams have resigned to take positions elsewhere. 
During the academic year 1959-1960, three lectures were given in The Cesare 
Barbieri Lecture Series: 
I. "Ponte Santa Trinita" by Professor Guiseppe Prezzolini of Columbia University, 
OctOber 1959. 
2. "Salvatore Quasimodo: Nobel Prize Winner, 1959" by Professor Michael R. 
Campo, February 1960. 
3. "The Italian Response to American Literature" by Professor Glauco Cambon of 
the University of Michigan, March 1960. 
In addition, The Cesare Barbieri Center sponsored an exhibition of paintings by 
Luciano Guarnieri in October 19 59, and a lecture-recital by Alberto Salimbeni on "The 
Renaissance and Music" in March 1960. 
Louxs HAST,[NGS NAYLoR-Committee and Other Activities: Director, Alliance 
Francaise, groupe de Hartford, 1959-1960; Delegate from Connecticut Chapter, Ameri-
can Association of Teachers of French, at annual meeting in Chicago, Dec. 1959. 
Meetings: American Association of Teachers of French, Chicago, Illinois, Dec. 1959; 
Modern Language Association, Chicago, Ill., Dec. 1959; American Association of 
Teachers of French, Conn. Chapter, Middletown, Conn., Oct., 1959; American Associa-
tion of Teachers of French, Conn. Chapter, Hartford, Conn., May 1960; Host (with 
Prof. Campo) to New England Chapter of American Association of Teachers of Italian, 
Trinity College, Nov. 1959; Dante Society, Cambridge, Mass., May, 1960. 
GusTAVE W. ANDRIAN-Meetiugs: Conn. Chapter, American Assoc. of Teachers of 
French and American; Assoc. of Teachers of Spanish, Hartford, May 1960. 
WALTER D. LEAVITT-Meetings: Presiding Chairman of New England Assoc. of 
Colleges and Secondary Schools at Conn. Regional Meeting, New Britain, Conp., Oct. 
1959; American Assoc. of Teachers of French, Hartford, Conn., May 1959. 
MICHAEL R. CAMPo-Pt,blicatious a11d Reviews: Reviews: "A Time in Rome," 
Bowen, Cesare Barbieri Courier, Vol. II, No. 1; "Italian Bouquet," Chamberlain, Cesare 
Barbieri Cottrier, Vol. II, No. 1; Three reviews appearing in The Hartford C01,rant. 
Public Lectures, etc.: "The Renaissance: The Rebirth of Literature," Conard Hu-
manities Lecture, Dec. 1959; "Salvatore Quasimodo: Nobel Prize Winner, 1959/' Cesare 
Barbieri Lecture, Feb. 1960; "Cyrano de Bergerac," Classrooms Unlimited (Radio), 
April 1960. 
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Committee and Other Activities: Host (with Prof. Naylor) for the ew England 
Chapter of American Association of Teachers of Italian meeting at Trinity College; 
Collaborator for the new Concordance of The Divim Comedy. 
Meetings: American Assoc. of Teachers of Italian, Trinity College, Oct. 1959; Di-
rector of The Cesare Barbieri Center of Italian Studies: Editor of the "Cesare Barbieri 
Courier." 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
September, 1960 
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ARTHUR H. HuGHES 
Dean and Vice President 
